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1. INTRODUCTION

This E-handbook is a practical tool that provides instructions for municipalities, other public 
authorities, museums and other institutions involved in heritage protection, local communities, 
developers, tourism entities, non-profit organisations and other interested stakeholders 
to manage archaeological parks in urban settings and to develop them into sustainable 
tourism products. Several illustrative good practices accompany these instructions and 
their possible outcome in order to highlight their potential impact from the perspective of  
archaeological tourism. 

All components of the E-handbook have been thoroughly tested by several municipalities from the 
Danube Region, which have designed and implemented a number of Local Archeo Plans as part 
of the Interreg DTP Project ArcheoDanube. Their feedback has provided valuable insights into the 
various solutions and models which have been offered, and the challenges they have faced when 
implementing them. Although it has been initially designed to serve the interests and objectives 
of the ArcheoDanube partnership, the E-handbook can also be used by other public or private 
entities interested in developing similar initiatives, including archaeological sites which are not 
necessarily located in or next to an urban centre, or cannot be organised as a comprehensive, 
full-service archaeological park, in the sense defined below.

The E-handbook can be used as a stand-alone tool, but it works best in conjunction with the 
Guidebook for Designing Local Archeo Plans and the Strategy for Successful Archaeological Tourism, 
which are two other tools developed by the ArcheoDanube partnership. While the Guidebook is 
primarily intended to provide step-by-step instructions for municipalities and other interested 
stakeholders to design and implement their own Local Archeo Plan, the Strategy contains a 
catalogue of good practices in developing and managing a variety of European archaeological 
sites, including several archaeological parks, as well as an analysis of their success factors and of 
the impact of their activities on local communities and visitors.

1.1 Archaeological tourism

Archaeological sites and other historical places have attracted visitors since the beginning of 
archaeology. Over time, many became major tourism attractions, populating the “must see” 
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lists of an ever increasing number of people. Their popularity is primarily based on a number of 
key factors – a unique or exotic location, sometimes difficult to reach; a compelling story, often 
involving outstanding historical facts or/and figures; an unforgettable experience based on a 
variety of visitor-oriented services. 

Nowadays archaeological tourism is a worldwide lucrative industry bringing revenue and local and 
regional development, while also raising awareness of the lesser known areas and communities 
and their heritage, beside the well-known attractions. At the same time, the outstanding expansion 
of touristic activities related to the archaeological sites has generated some debates among 
the scientific community regarding their possible negative effects, from the deterioration of 
archaeological remains to misinterpretation and even ideological abuse. Likewise, some hugely 
popular archaeological tourism attractions are now perceived by many locals as detrimental to 
their own collective identity, culture and wellbeing. Therefore, both the positive and the potentially 
negative aspects of archaeological tourism have to be taken into consideration by those wishing 
to develop an archaeological site into a sustainable tourism product. 

There are many definitions of an archaeological park in specialist literature or charter 
provisions. Within the ArcheoDanube partnership, an archaeological park has been defined as 
a researched, protected and presented archaeological site or its part that includes informative 
and didactic components of presentation and interpretation in order to raise awareness of 
the importance of archaeological heritage (see the Guidebook). This short and effective 
definition has been taken over from the Croatian legislation on heritage protection (Zakon 
2020) and underpins the solutions and models suggested in this E-handbook, as well as in the  
aforementioned Guidebook. 

1.2. Structure, scope, and key actors

The E-handbook is designed to help the management of both the existing archaeological parks 
and the ones that are about to be established. The former category includes archaeological sites 
that are already open to the public and have more or less extensive elements of presentation and 
interpretation, some visitor-oriented infrastructure, and at least a basic management plan and 
organisation. The latter category includes archaeological sites for which a Local Archeo Plan has 
just been designed or about to be implemented in order to turn them into proper archaeological 
parks. Nevertheless, the E-handbook can also be used for archaeological sites which cannot be 
developed into full-fledged archaeological parks due to certain limiting conditions, but for whom 
the tourism potential has been clearly identified.  

While several designing and interpretive options are presented in Chapter 4 of the Guidebook, 
and some general elements of the management planning and execution are discussed in Chapter 
5 of the same work, the main scope of the E-handbook is to help municipalities to develop their 
archaeological parks into sustainable tourism products for the benefit of their own communities. 
This can only be done if the touristic potential of the archaeological park and the needs and 
expectations of the local stakeholders are correctly identified before specific development goals 
are set up.

It is worth noting that archaeological tourism may include a variety of tourism-related products, 
from visits to sites, monuments, museums and other historical places, to participating in re-
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enactment festivals and traditional arts-and-crafts fairs, to volunteering in archaeological 
excavations and trails. An archaeological park may choose to offer a number of these products, 
according to the location, history, and other particularities of the site, the types of expected visitors, 
the existing local and regional touristic infrastructure, and the available staff and budget. It is 
however important to note that you cannot have cultural tourism in general and archaeological 
tourism in particular without a proper interpretation of the site, which would offer an attractive 
story and experience to the visitors in the first place (see also Chapter 4 of the Guidebook).    

Therefore, the structure of the E-handbook is designed to help the users to set up their specific 
goals for each development stage of their existing or future archaeological park by describing the 
required actions and their outcome, including the possible impact on various stakeholders or the 
wider local community. Each possible goal and the accompanying options and actions, as well 
as their impact, is illustrated by a number of good practices identified in different archaeological 
parks (for a more detailed analysis of these practices and further examples, see the previously 
mentioned Strategy). It has to also be noted that a particular goal can be achieved through different 
means and the users will have to select the most appropriate ones based on the characteristics 
of the site and the available staff and budget. Likewise, the selected goals and the means through 
which these will be achieved, which should be an integral part of the Local Archeo Plan, could be 
phased over a number of years, especially when a new archaeological park is established. 

During each development stage, from setting up basic infrastructure and services to interpretation 
and promotion, to visitor and community engagement, to networking, the focus should be 
on turning the archaeological site into an attractive and sustainable tourism product without 
neglecting the protection and conservation needs. Attractiveness should work for both the visitors 
and the local community, because it could also foster a sense of belonging and an interest in 
protecting the archaeological heritage. At the same time, sustainability should concern not only 
the environmental or ecological aspects but also the social and financial ones, in order to ensure 
the long-term viability of the archaeological park while avoiding its perception as a burden by the 
local community or other interested stakeholders.  

Therefore, the focus on developing an equally attractive and sustainable tourism product should 
be an intrinsic part of the overall vision defined for the site, as explained in the introduction to the 
Guidebook. If carefully chosen, the aforementioned phased goals could then provide a roadmap 
for the organic development of an archaeological park that is successful and widely embraced.          
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2. ENHANCEMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL PARKS

The tasks that are necessary for the establishment and enhancement of archaeological parks (or 
other archaeological areas that at least in some aspects correspond to this definition, see Chapter 
1) can be divided into two main sets of activities related to: 

1. The basic arrangement of the archaeological remains and the infrastructure ensuring 
physical accessibility to them;

2. Services, equipment, and infrastructure concerning their interpretation and promotion 
as well as the engagement of visitors at the site.

The first set of activities will be shortly presented in subchapter 2.1; for more detailed explanations 
of each related aspect, you can refer to subchapters 4.1–4.5 of our Guidebook for Designing Local 
Archeo Plans. The second set of activities, related to interpretation and visitor engagement, is 
discussed in subchapter 2.2; this was also part of an in-depth discussion within the mentioned 
Guidebook.

When establishing an archaeological park, you have to consider both sets of activities jointly, as 
you will undoubtedly aim to find integrated solutions and a common planning concept. For already 
existing archaeological parks, you may perhaps need improvements in both fields, but probably 
your issues are mostly concerning the interpretation, promotion and visitor engagement, which 
are discussed in subchapter 2.2 below.

2.1 Basic arrangement and infrastructure 

The first basic set of activities related to the establishment and enhancement of archaeological 
parks can be divided into the following categories (which are partially overlapping):

 y Integration within local urban planning (long-term comprehensive protection, definition 
of a buffer zone, connection to utilities and transportation);

 y In situ display, conservation and restoration of archaeological remains (presentation 
of archaeological remains in its different possible forms, treatment of archaeological 
remains, inclusion of additional protective elements);

 y Surveillance and monitoring systems (fences, guardians, cameras, counting devices, surveys);
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 y Landscaping (trails, signposts, viewpoints, benches, lighting, shades, picnic areas, plants  
and other ornamental features);

 y Mandatory infrastructure and services (parking spaces, connection to public transport, 
entrance/reception, resting places, caution signs and security fences, free drinking water 
fountains, trash bins).

At the same time, these basic activities and categories are related to some goals that you should 
aspire to achieve in and with your archaeological park. These are essentially linked to the basic 
needs of the archaeological remains which you would like to make accessible and visible to the 
visitors, and also to the basic needs of your visitors. These are some possible goals:

Goal 1: Improve the protection and conservation of archaeological remains

The first concern when planning the establishment and enhancement of an archaeological 
park should be the wellbeing of your archaeological remains. All activities should be planned in 
accordance with this, improving the protection and state of conservation of the archaeological 
remains, minimizing interferences and negative impacts on their substance and authenticity. 
This should be your main goal from the preparatory activities (integration within the local urban 
planning) until the final improvements. Keep this especially in mind, when planning how to 
display your archaeological remains. Archaeological remains are very sensitive and their display 
is therefore risky: all precaution should be taken in order to safeguard them against the elements. 
Archaeological remains composed of fragile materials have to be protected by buildings, shelters, 
glass walkways, seasonal removable coverings or other similar means. Conservation monitoring, 
i.e. systematic and regular checking of the state of conservation of the archaeological remains 

Figure 2.1. Protective building and non-invasive visualization of the 
reconstruction at the Limestor in Dalkingen, Germany (photo Pwagenblast, 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Limestor_in_Dalkingen.jpg)
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is essential. On this basis, regular maintenance of the displayed archaeological remains has to 
be planned and implemented. Keep in mind that interventions like reconstructions can damage 
and interfere with the original substance, so their use should be very well pondered or placed 
outside the archaeological site. 

Landscaping as well as mandatory infrastructure and services should also be planned in order 
to avoid interfering with the archaeological remains. Fencing and controlled entrance, as well as 
surveillance and monitoring systems can be very important in this regard, if looting and vandalism 
is common in your region.  

Goal 2: Improve the accessibility of archaeological remains

One main purpose of archaeological parks is to make archaeological remains accessible and 
visible to the public. Accessibility is a broad topic, which is again related to different categories of 
activities: integration within local urban planning (accessibility to your archaeological park has to 
be supported within the urban planning instruments) and the public transport system, mandatory 
infrastructure and services (parking places or other facilities improving the access to your site, 
also recharging stations for electric vehicles), as well as landscaping (shaping the area and trails in 
order to improve accessibility and enjoyment of the archaeological remains). Accessibility should 
be granted to all visitors, including those with disabilities.

Goal 3: Improve the display, visibility, and understanding of archaeological remains

Archaeological remains can be made visible to the public by displaying them physically in situ or 
by alternative means. For the physical, in situ display of archaeological remains you have at least 
the following options:

 y In situ display of consolidated or slightly integrated architectural elements;
 y Anastylosis (restoration of a ruined building by reassembling fallen elements, i.e. original 

components are placed back into their original position);
 y Reconstruction of architectural elements (true to scale reconstruction of a destroyed 

building attempting to reproduce its original appearance and materials);
 y Integration of original features by using alternative elements (replacement of missing 

parts by clearly different materials and stylized forms);
 y Substitution of original features by using alternative elements (display of ground plans 

of buried archaeological remains by using vegetation/shrubs or noticeable materials 
inserted into the paving);

 y In situ light projections and holograms of archaeological remains.

In some cases, or for some parts of the archaeological park, in situ display will not be possible, 
but you can still make your archaeological remains visible to the public through other means. 
Disabilities have to also be considered and all mentioned tools can be used in addition to physical 
display in order to make your archaeological remains more understandable (more about this in 
subchapter 2.2 below). You can make your archaeological remains visible through:

 y Interpretative panels; 
 y Digital content accessible via QR codes (applied on interpretative panels, benches or 

signposts);
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 y A mobile app;
 y Printed materials (guidebooks, children books, brochures, leaflets, site plans; please 

identify suitable places for the distribution/sale of these materials);
 y Audiovisual, tactile and multimedia displays, tools and equipment (if these tools are 

portable, please identify suitable places for their supply);
 y An equipped visitor interpretation centre;
 y Personal interpretation media (guided tours, workshops, maps etc).

Goal 4: Improve the comfort and wellbeing of visitors 

Archaeological parks are made for visitors, so their wellbeing is important. It is risky to invite visitors 
to a site which is not offering essential facilities like resting places, trash bins, toilets and at least 
basic refreshment services like free drinking water fountains. If the park is not able to offer such 
facilities, they should be at least available in the close vicinity. Depending on the size and location of 
the site, other services could also be regarded as essential for the wellbeing of visitors, for example 
a reception, baby changing facilities, medical assistance or first-aid station, cloakroom service, 
Wi-Fi access, recharging stations for smartphones and other electronic devices, or restaurants. 

Figure 2.2. Different ways of displaying archaeological remains of the Late Roman defence system 
Claustra Alpium Iuliarum at the site of Gradišče near Rob, Slovenia. 1) The site before excavation 
(photo Andrej Blatnik). 2) Excavated and consolidated section of the barrier wall: since the wall 
is clearly visible as a ridge, only its beginning was unearthed and displayed (photo Tajda Senica). 
3) Information and 3D reconstructions are provided by an interpretive panel and an archaeo-
stereoscope (photo Tajda Senica). 4) Reconstructed view of the wall visible through the archaeo-
stereoscope (made by Link 3D).
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Other additional facilities, like playgrounds, pet friendly areas, shops, accommodation etc, can 
make the visit to your archaeological park more comfortable and enjoyable, so your visitors will 
be happier. The identification of necessary facilities in your archaeological park should also take 
into consideration different disabilities. Safety of the visitors should be taken seriously, especially 
in areas where the access to archaeological remains are in any way hazardous; protective fences 
with caution signs need to be put up in such areas to clearly prohibit access. 

Starting from your selected goals, you should ask the visitors for their feedback by performing 
regular surveys (written questionnaires or oral interviews). Only your visitors can tell you whether 
the visit to your archaeological park is enjoyable or not, and what you will need to add or improve. 

As mentioned in the beginning, the planning process should be as comprehensive as possible 
and should include all of the mentioned aspects, together with those explained in subchapter 2.2 
below. You should try to design a park with an infrastructure and facilities that will at the same 
time satisfy the needs of your archaeological remains and those of their visitors, creating a sound 
experience in line with your maintenance potential: the best arrangement is the one that you can 
easily maintain on a long term.  

2.2 Interpretation and visitor engagement in archaeological parks: 
approaches and examples

Following or possibly alongside the improvements mentioned in subchapter 2.1, you can plan for 
other enhancements that will help you achieve goals connected to visitor satisfaction. These goals 
are mostly focused on interpretation and visitor engagement in archaeological parks (broadly 
following the topics of subchapters 4.6–4.9 in the Guidebook). They include suggestions and other 
general tips for enhancements that may help your archaeological park.

Goal 1: Increasing visitor satisfaction and enjoyment through interpretation

Visitors like to come to archaeological sites in their free time and for various purposes. They want 
their experience to be worthwhile and enjoyable. The best way of achieving visitor satisfaction 
and enjoyment is through interpretation (for a more in-depth discussion, go to subchapter 4.6 in 
the Guidebook). Interpretation can be explained as a method of translating scientific data into a 
non-specialist language for a broader public. This is very important in the case of archaeological 
sites which are usually far removed from the modern day visitor by time and culture. These were 
inhabited by societies that no longer exist and their way of life was different from that of the 
modern visitor. Bringing their story to life and attracting the interest of modern audience can be 
best done via interpretation. Interpretation is done through careful planning and consultation with 
different experts. The basis for planning should always be a thorough visitor analysis that reveals 
the characteristics and attributes of your audience. It is this audience that will be the beneficiary of 
your interpretation and receiver of your messages. You will then develop your objectives, themes 
and stories, which will in turn help you to choose the right interpretive medium for your audience 
and your archaeological site. The best way interpretation can be conducted on an archaeological 
site is through guided tours. Tour guides can interact with the visitors in a more satisfying way than 
any other interpretive medium. However, guided tours are not always possible and some visitors 
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will likely want to experience the site on their own. Other interpretive media, such as audio-guides, 
guidebooks or mobile app guides can be employed in such circumstances. The second best way 
of presenting an archaeological site to visitors is through interpretive panels. They should not 
be just like “any other descriptive panel”, but constructed and developed through interpretive 
principles. You would want visitors to stop and look (attractive design and title), engage with the 
panel (visual and hands-on elements) and be satisfied with what they read (interesting, thematic, 
and short text). 

Goal 2:  Diverse experiences at the archaeological park

Visiting an archaeological site should be a worthwhile and engaging experience to all people 
interested in history and culture. However, not all visitors will be knowledgeable about cultural 
heritage or have the same level of interest. It is therefore important to offer a wide variety of 
experiences that cater to as many types of visitors as possible (different types of visitors are 
discussed in subchapter 4.6 of the Guidebook). All archaeological sites are inherently different 
and some adjustments need to be made, but there are some experiences that can be easily 
adopted by many archaeological parks. A great example of a worthwhile experience is offering a 
different viewpoint of the site (Example 1). This can be done through a viewing platform or even 
through a balloon ride. Sites also have a completely different atmosphere when they are visited 
at night. Workshops and hands-on experiences are also a great way to appeal to different visitor 
types. While they are mainly organised for children, they could also be done as a team building 
experience for adults. Anyhow, offering diverse experiences at archaeological sites brings many 
benefits to the site and potential satisfaction for different kinds of visitors.

EXAMPLE 1: 
The observation tower in Archaeological 
Park Aguntum (Austria), with a height of 
18m, offers a birdseye view of the excavated 
area. The tower provides a different 
perspective than just observing the ruins 
from the ground level. Only through the 
view from above the visitors can 
understand the scope and size of the 
archaeological site.

Example 1. Viewing platform in Archaeological Park Aguntum, Austria (photo: Muck, 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Aussichtsturm_Aguntum_1.JPG)
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Goal 3: Innovative technological solutions for the presentation of archaeological remains

Preservation and conservation of archaeological remains should be the top priority of any 
management of an archaeological site. The remains are often very fragile and difficult to 
preserve. Therefore, it is not always possible to display archaeological remains in the open or 
even under protective shelters. For the site to be open and to offer something to its visitors, an 
alternative solution has to be found. While physical reconstruction was once the only option, 
we now have a multitude of digital tools for presentation. Probably the most widely used are 
digital reconstructions based on augmented and virtual reality. These can be viewed through 
some kind of electronic device, like a smartphone or a computer display. The reconstruction 
is digital and has no physical effect on the archaeological remains. While digital reconstruction 
may seem an easy solution for presenting archaeological remains, there are some important 
aspects to keep in mind. Archaeological remains represent a small fraction of the original 
structures and all reconstructions will work with assumptions on how the structure may have 
looked like. Therefore, it is crucial to remember that digital reconstructions are interpretations 
of the past and may represent only one possible situation. It is also important to know well 
the software and hardware requirements of the digital reconstruction. Computer software 
is constantly developing and if your digital reconstructions are already based on outdated 
digital tools, they will look cheap and maintenance will be an issue. So far, little is known about 
the effect digital reconstructions have on visitors. Do they find them educational, interesting, 
authentic, complex and, most importantly, understandable? It is also important to know the 
technical limitations of the new technology (e.g. power outages or equipment failure) and 
to provide more than one option for presentation (e.g. digital tools can be accompanied by 
physical models; Example 2). Digital content can also be developed for different devices, the 
smartphones being the most common option. Mobile apps that include augmented reality and 
digital reconstructions are commonly offered in major archaeological parks throughout the 
world and they can provide a good interactive instrument for getting ideas and messages to/from  
your visitors.

Example 2. “Zeitfenster”in the Archaeological Park Trier, Germany (presentation: GDKE Trier and 
Dießenbacher Informationsmedien, Xanten; photo: Rok Ratej).

EXAMPLE 2: 
At the “Kaiserthermen” in Trier (Germany), the digital reconstruction is combined with 
a physical panel. The “Zeitfenster” (time-window) shows how the Roman Baths looked 
from a certain perspective and the digital reconstruction is also printed on the panel. 
When standing on the platform, the ruins come to life. There are several other  digital 
reconstructions on site.
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Goal 4: Additional sources of revenue for archaeological parks

Archaeological parks can represent a large financial investment that will not necessarily be 
recovered. The development of an archaeological park and its experiences could therefore 
be perceived as a financial burden by certain public administrators or stakeholders. While 
this is also true for other cultural attractions, it is often forgotten that these attractions are 
usually the reason people visit and travel in the first instance. The beneficiaries of visitors’ 
spending are usually not the archaeological parks or other cultural attractions, which mostly 
have a symbolic entrance fee, but all of the service providers connected to the visit of the site 
(transport, food and beverage, accommodation etc). This is not meaning that an archaeological 
park cannot develop its own services and other sources of revenue to support the preservation 
and presentation of archaeological remains. A widely used tactic is to install gift or souvenir 
shops on site, or to offer some food and beverage services (for a more detailed description, go 
to subchapter 4.7 in the Guidebook). Archaeological sites can also be used as backdrop for art 
performances, festivals, sport events or games (Example 3). The visitors could also be more 
willing to donate to the site if they see the impact of their contribution. Providing your donors 
and sponsors with updates on the preservation of the site may go a long way in creating goodwill. 
Advertisements can be another source of additional funds if done appropriately and respecting the  
authenticity of the site.

EXAMPLE 3: 
The Roman arena in Pula (Croatia)
is the venue for many different
events: Pula Film Festival, concerts,
opera and ballet shows and sport
competitions. It has the capacity of 
about 5000 spectators. In the 
summer, the arena hosts weekly
re-enactments of gladiatorial fights
as part of the program “Spectacvla
Antiqva”. 

Goal 5: Enabling participation in archaeological excavations

The details of archaeological research are usually unknown to the average visitors. While they 
may have a general idea of what an archaeological excavation is, they are far from aware of all 
the knowledge and work that goes into understanding archaeological remains. The best way for 
people to understand archaeological research and therefore appreciate archaeological heritage 
is to let them participate in archaeological excavations. Numerous archaeological projects around 
the world are only possible because of volunteers and people willing to pay to participate. This 

Example 3. Amphitheatre in Pula, Croatia  
(https://pixabay.com/da/photos/amfiteater-pula-kroatien-arena-335570/) 
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is mostly done by students who want to learn the techniques and gain experience working on 
different sites, countries or even continents. Still, there is no reason to limit the pool of potential 
volunteers. For a small fee or even for free, archaeological parks can offer the opportunity to 
participate in archaeological excavations and experience something different. People like finding 
stuff and learning new things. Giving them an opportunity to participate, if only for a day, may 
spark a new interest in archaeological heritage, and cultural heritage in general. 

Goal 6: Creating spaces for workshops and experimental archaeology

Experimental archaeology can be best described as a scientific approach to testing theories 
based on archaeological evidence such as artefacts and structures (definition by Exarc Glossary). 
It includes a wide spectrum of topics from all periods of human history. It is mostly done by 
archaeologists that test certain hypotheses about the lifestyles, building techniques, arts, crafts 
and cultural practices of the past. While experimental archaeology is a scientific process, it could 
also be adapted for the wider public in the form of workshops. This has been done in one way or 
another in open-air museums all over the world. Archaeological open-air museums differ from 
archaeological parks – they are not necessarily located on the original archaeological site – so the 
reconstruction of buildings and other structures is less restricted by concerns for the preservation 
of archaeological remains. This is not meaning that archaeological parks should not implement 
experimental archaeology workshops. A suitable location can be found near the site or in an 
area that was already excavated or damaged in the past. Experimental archaeology is best done 
in a thematically fitting environment. This usually means a reconstructed building or an area 
near the archaeological site. The workshops should be lead by archaeologists and interpretation 
specialists, with a focus on hand-on experiences and authenticity. When choosing the topics for 

Example 4. Archaeological Park Terramare di Montale, Italy (https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/
File:Attivit%C3%A0_sperimentale_di_fusione_del_bronzo,_Parco_della_Terramara_di_Montale.jpg)

EXAMPLE 4: 
Experimental archaeology 
activities are organized on Sundays 
and public holidays in April-June 
and September-October on the 
prehistoric site at Terramara di
Montale (Italy). Visitors can see
demonstrations of the Bronze Age 
handcrafts: ceramic modelling and 
firing, bronze smithing, stone 
chipping, weaving, basketry,
carpentry and horn processing. 
The activities take place near two 
reconstructed Bronze Age houses 
that are part of the open-air museum
next to the archaeological park.
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the workshops, you should consider the theme(s) of the archaeological park, the discoveries from 
the archaeological site and the sensitivities of the local environment. The workshops can be part 
of the guided tour, a separate offering, or a special monthly or annual event (Example 4).  There 
are many examples of good practices for workshops in experimental archaeology, mostly from 
archaeological open-air museums. They are connected via the EXARC network, which is a great 
place to start researching new ideas. 

Goal 7: Storytelling through digital tools for an emotional experience

Cultural attractions in general and archaeological sites in particular may want to engage with their 
visitors in a different way and deliver an emotional experience. This can be best done through 
storytelling which focuses on people, past or present, and not only on objects, places or names. 
Themes that resonate through time, for example love, family, work and childhood, are also crucial. 
More and more sites employ modern digital tools to enhance the visitor experiences through 
storytelling. While audio-guides and multimedia displays are already established media, it is 
the mobile app that has the most potential. Combining the storytelling experience and mobile 
apps is a relatively new form of interpretive medium that has a yet unexplored potential. “Digital 
storytelling” was the focus of two EU-funded projects: CHESS and EMOTIVE. The goal was to 
develop interactive narratives that could be accessed via mobile devices. Visitors can download 
the app on their device and experience the narrative of an exhibition, site or building (Example 5). 
The app leads the visitor through a story. The interactivity comes from the options and answers 
the visitor can choose when progressing through the story. The experience can be additionally 

Example 5. Ebutius’ Dilemma – screenshot of the web based app, EMOTIVE Project 
 (http://athena.emotiveproject.eu/dev/sbe/#!/experiencing?uuid= org_1b8b169df0346192e5401 

abf0f004bc6&storyid= 623867&floorplanid=77f4cd6c3ed6dd7098922cc58400c773&host= 
athena.emotiveproject.eu)

EXAMPLE 5: 
“Ebutius’ Dilemma” is an interactive character-driven exploration of
“The Antonine Wall: Rome’s Final Frontier” display developed for the
Hunterian Museum at the University of Glasgow. It tells the story of a
Roman centurion who left his mark on the Antonine Wall in Scotland.
While exploring this experience on their own, visitors discover objects
in the museum which are related to different strands in the story.  
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EXAMPLE 6: 
The archaeological park of Emona (Ljubljana,
Slovenia) offers guided tours, an audio-guide
or individual visits to its different archaeological
sites throughout the city. The city museum
provides a map with an archaeological trail 
that leads to all important locations in a closed
loop. Visitors can choose to explore at their own
pace, join a tour, or visit just one of the locations.
The trail is only 2 km long and can be explored
in a few hours.

enhanced with the help of augmented reality. The apps and the experiences that were created are 
relatively new and have not been tested extensively. While they may be interesting for individual 
visitors, they may not be useful for group visits. As with all interpretive media and methods 
discussed in this chapter, knowing your audience is essential, and creating new experiences 
should only be done with your visitors’ characteristics in mind. 

Goal 8: Connecting parts of an archaeological site or multiple sites into a tour/trail

The size and complexity of an archaeological site is not always known or strictly determined, and 
it may consist of several smaller locations that are scattered over a wider area. This is the case of 
archaeological sites that include entire ancient towns under modern cities, which can often be 
observed only through small “windows” into the past. Connecting these smaller parts of a larger 
archaeological site into an understandable story can be a difficult task for archaeologists. Usually, 
only some parts of the site are presented and open to the public and they are often many city 
blocks apart and divided by modern infrastructure. When planning an archaeological park in 
this kind of urban environment, it is important to understand these parts separately and then to 
connect them via a common theme (creating thematic archaeological or cultural routes through 
cities is further explained in subchapter 4.8 of the Guidebook). In order to connect parts of an 
archaeological site for your visitors, you will need an appropriate interpretive medium. This can 
be a simple map or a guidebook, an audio-guide, a guided tour or a mobile app (Example 6). It is 
better to offer more than one option, because some people like to explore the site by themselves 
while others like to be guided. 

Example 6. Roman Emona – a circular trail which connects 10 archaeological sites in the centre 
of Ljubljana, Slovenia, with an informative map and a printed guide for families (brochure design: 
Bojan Lazarević, Agora Proars; photo: City Museum of Ljubljana / Museum and Galleries of Ljubljana 
documentation)
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3. MANAGEMENT OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL PARKS  
AS SUSTAINABLE TOURISM PRODUCTS

Not all archaeological parks are the same due to a variety of reasons, so each need to be organised 
and run according to its own particularities (location, size, complexity, level of investment and 
development, available staff, actual budget etc), as well as its general vision and specific goals 
already set up in the Local Archeo Plan. This basic condition also applies to their development into 
sustainable tourism products that benefit both the local community and the visitors. Therefore, 
this chapter will help you to achieve the goals you have defined by offering suggestions and 
examples regarding the most suitable management structure and daily operation. Other related 
aspects are also discussed: how to get funds for your activities, how to involve various categories 
of stakeholders, and how to integrate your park into various cultural and tourism networks.     

3.1 Running an archaeological park as a sustainable tourism product

An important condition for developing the archaeological park into an attractive and sustainable 
tourism product is to establish the most appropriate management and operational structure of 
your archaeological park, which will enable its functioning throughout the year (or the tourism 
season, if this is your option). This can be best achieved when the operational structure includes 
at least three key departments:

 y Administration; 
 y Conservation and presentation;
 y Additional services.

Each of these three key departments may consist of different services which are detailed in 
subchapter 5.2 of the Guidebook. Some of them are essential for any kind of archaeological park, 
especially those connected with administration, maintenance, conservation and presentation, 
while the additional ones (e.g. catering, accommodation, shops, events) can also be provided by 
external contractors that should pay you a leasing or licensing fee. 

From the tourism perspective, it is very important to set up fully staffed visitor services, which 
should include access points, ticketing, monitoring, orientation, additional support, and offering/
selling of goods and services. Maintenance, security and communication are other important 
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services that have a direct impact on all categories of visitors. The maintenance staff should ensure 
that all equipment, furniture, installations and sanitation are functioning well, while the security 
staff should provide a safe environment for all activities and all categories of visitors. Likewise, 
the communication staff should manage the interactions with visitors and other stakeholders, 
including the local community, and should run promotional activities. Other additional services 
might be provided through a dedicated department, for example catering, parking, rentals, 
or events organisation. Further details about the recommended operational structure of an 
archaeological park can be found in subchapters 5.2 and 5.4 of the Guidebook.

Depending on your budget and size of the park, you might be able to either hire a full operation and 
maintenance team, or contract some external service providers for some or all of the respective 
activities. Ideally, your staff should be composed of individuals with expertise in relevant areas, 
according to the present status of your park, and also to your medium and long-term development 
strategy. You will have to decide whether to hire staff for full-time, part-time or contractual work, 
or to also involve students and other volunteers to reduce staff costs. Some visitor-oriented 
activities can be performed by volunteers, for example visitor reception or guiding, or even 
some educational programmes, but conservation and interpretation, for example, require 
specialists. For more details regarding the recruiting and training of permanent and seasonal 
staff or volunteers, see subchapter 5.4 of the Guidebook. 

A reasonable, sustainable budgeting of the planned activities is also important for the development 
of your archaeological park. Very few parks are financially self-sufficient due to the usually high 
research, conservation, enhancement, and maintenance costs. In general, two main categories 
of funds could be available for your budget, based on their primary source:

External financial support:

 y Monthly or yearly budget allocations provided directly by the government or the regional 
and/or local administration;

 y One-off allocations for particular cultural, educational, or research programmes; these 
could be provided by public or private entities; 

 y Research, conservation or educational grants awarded through open competition at 
regional, national or international level;

 y Sponsorships and donations from public or private entities, or the general public.

Internally-generated funds which include all your revenues:

 y Entrance fees and other fees paid for by visitors, e.g. guiding, photography, filming;
 y Souvenir and gift shops;
 y Catering and accommodation;
 y Rentals, including for events;
 y Parking;
 y Licensing and other commercial operations, including advertising.

These are not exhaustive lists and other funding sources can also be identified depending on 
the local conditions and the existing economic opportunities. At the same time, other forms of 
support should also be taken into consideration:

 y Volunteer work; 
 y Non-financial sponsorships and donations;
 y Inter-institutional exchanges and networking;
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 y Systematic positive social media presence.       

Starting from these management-focused observations, you can identify and establish a 
number of goals that are suitable for your archaeological park and are also going to contribute 
to its development into an attractive and sustainable tourism product. Below you will find some 
suggestions that can work for different types of archaeological parks.

Goal 1: To offer services targeting particular categories of visitors

In this case, the first step should be to identify the categories of visitors who could most likely 
be interested in your archaeological park, based on the themes and interpretive solutions which 
are included in your Local Archeo Plan. For example, you can target school groups by offering 
educational packages based on your park’s main stories and interpretive features. In order to be 
successful, you will need to:

 y Collaborate with an education specialist who will design and coordinate these activities;
 y Design the respective packages either in-house or by contracting a specialised provider, 

depending on the available budget and the complexity of the educational packages 
on offer; different packages will be needed for different age groups, and children with 
special needs should also be considered;

 y Decide how much you will charge (per child or per group), but keep in mind that these 
packages should be affordable without incurring a loss for you; 

 y Order the required support materials and supplies (replicas, booklets, apps, colouring 
sheets, pencils, badges etc);

 y Recruit and train the staff who will deliver these packages; they can be from your own 
permanent staff, though you might also consider some history or archaeology students 
or volunteers for this role; 

 y Test your educational packages on different age groups and ask for feedback from 
experienced educators;

 y Once you are happy with the offers, begin by advertising them to local schools; if 
successful, they should become part of your visitor services.

Similar steps can also be broadly followed to design services targeting other categories of visitors 
(e.g. treasure hunts adapted to different age groups, multi-sensory experiences for people with 
special needs etc). Another option would be to combine your offers with those provided by other 
cultural attractions (museums, galleries) from the vicinity or with the providers of tourism services 
(hotels, restaurants, bookshops etc). 

Goal 2: To develop a successful volunteer programme that works both ways

Volunteers can be valuable contributors to the archaeological park, so it is essential to develop 
a good volunteer programme, which will also include volunteer recruitment, training, reward 
system, and retention policy. If the park is a non-profit organisation, volunteers will more likely be 
involved in running site activities which you would otherwise not be able to offer. Having a large 
group of permanent volunteers will also reduce the workload of paid staff. However, working 
with volunteers should be beneficial not only for your park, but also for them. Even if no financial 
reward is involved, volunteers still expect to be thoroughly appreciated for their contribution, to 
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be able to use their skills appropriately, and to positively learn from their experiences within your 
archaeological park (for further details, see subchapter 5.4 from the Guidebook). 

In order to develop a successful volunteer programme, you will have to identify first the areas 
and services in which you will need volunteers. Depending on their age and skills, volunteers can 
be involved in: 

 y Visitor services, e.g. greeting and orientation, tour guiding, educative programmes;
 y Additional services, e.g. catering, parking, gardening, events organisation;
 y Monitoring, e.g. conducting visitor satisfaction questionnaires;
 y Conservation and interpretation, e.g. helping to prepare new interpretive materials, or 

contributing to conservation/restoration works;
 y Archaeological research, e.g. participating in archaeological excavations or the primary 

processing of finds.

Once you have identified the services in which volunteers will be involved, you have to establish 
a list of requirements for each position or service, based on:

 y The complexity of the respective tasks;
 y The allocated work time;
 y The expected skills and competences;
 y The available training provisions; 
 y The available rewards. 

Most of the volunteers would normally come from among the locals and their regular involvement 
will create a more secure support base while also providing a sense of ownership of the 
archaeological park within the wider local community. At the same time, a successful volunteer 
programme will also attract non-locals especially if you will offer the possibility to participate 
in archaeological excavations within the park, which is a very popular activity (see the example 
of Vindolanda in the Strategy). Highly successful programmes which receive a large number 
of applications would often charge a registration fee, but in most cases this is not happening. 
However, non-local volunteers are usually expected to pay themselves for some if not all of their 
expenses (transport, accommodation, meals etc).

Goal 3: To contribute to the training of specialists in heritage management or/and cultural tourism 

As already mentioned in both the Guidebook and the Strategy, there is currently a lack of 
communication between archaeologists and conservators on one hand, and tourism providers 
on the other, to the detriment of both the archaeological sites and the communities hosting 
them. One way in which this communication gap can be bridged is to discover common goals and 
solutions to achieve them. This can be done through a holistic training of specialists in heritage 
management and cultural tourism, to be able to communicate the social, cultural and economic 
values of archaeological heritage to the general public in a convincing manner, and to also develop 
sustainable cultural tourism products.  

Although tourism and heritage management courses are usually offered at the university level, 
your archaeological park could provide the much-needed hands-on experience which both these 
courses and their students are looking for. You will also stand to benefit from these collaborations, 
which could provide a steady stream of interested and often innovative interns who will reduce 
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the workload of your regular staff while also coming with fresh ideas. At the same time, this kind 
of collaboration will offer you the possibility to keep in touch with the most recent approaches 
in the fields of conservation and restoration, interpretation and cultural tourism management.

A number of steps will help you to achieve this goal:

 y Identify the number and types of positions which you will be able to offer to potential 
interns during every academy year or the high tourism season;

 y Write a proposal clearly describing your offer, including the number and types of 
positions, the contents and duration of your training programme, the skills and experience 
provided, other most likely benefits, whether there will be small stipends available, what 
kind of certification you will provide;

 y If you target a particular faculty or course for collaboration, identify possible links to their 
training programme (you will usually find it online on their website);

 y Even if you plan to target more than one faculty, it would still be useful to link your offer 
to their own courses;

 y You should offer at least a basic certification to your interns for their work, perhaps in 
conjunction with a faculty or a similar educational entity;

 y If possible, allow some of your interns to conduct small studies or even write dissertations 
based on your archaeological park; these could help in monitoring visitor-oriented 
activities or improving your research, conservation and interpretation;

 y Evaluate your training programme periodically by asking for feedback from your interns 
and the faculty or course with whom you are collaborating; in this way you will be able 
to improve your offer.  

Goal 4: To develop a sense of ownership among the local community

As previously mentioned, it is extremely important to develop and maintain good relations with 
the local community in order to create a sense of ownership based on common interests. In some 
cases, the archaeological site is already part of the local collective identity due to a shared past, 
so you will have to be very careful when developing the archaeological park to avoid antagonising 
the people who identify themselves with the site. One way to assess the perception of the site 
among the local community and to avoid possible conflicts is to involve the local stakeholders 
in the designing of the archaeological parks (see subchapters 2.2 and 3.5 and chapter 4 in the 
Guidebook). However, this relationship should also continue after the park has been established 
through a range of activities which will secure the long-lasting support base among the locals:

 y Recruit volunteers from among the local population (see Goal 2 above);
 y Organise events and activities primarily or solely dedicated to the locals; target neglected 

or marginal groups to promote inclusiveness; 
 y Involve local media, influencers and NGOs in these events and activities and also in the 

periodical monitoring of your park;
 y Develop good relations with local businesses and professional associations; 
 y Popularise the social, economic and cultural benefits of your activities for the local 

community;
 y If possible, develop your own brand that is connected to the local history; this should 

also involve other interested local stakeholders. 
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Other goals associated with the day-to-day running and organisation of your archaeological 
parks can also be identified, depending on your current situation and the medium and long-term 
objectives in your Local Archeo Plan.  

3.2 Stakeholder identification and involvement 

This chapter on stakeholder identification and involvement builds on the ArcheoDanube’s Common 
guidance on stakeholder involvement and the Stakeholder Identification Analysis and Recommendations. 
Additionally, it benefits from the experiences of 17 Good Practices of archaeological parks and sites 
that were collected and analysed by the project’s partners. The Strategy for Successful Archaeological 
Tourism – Lessons Learned from European Good Practices identified these lessons and reflected 
on success factors as well as barriers for the cooperation with tourism stakeholders.  Finally 
yet importantly, experiences with stakeholder groups that were established in 2021 by the 
ArcheoDanube pilot cities added value and validated the information described in the following 
subchapters. The stakeholder involvement is not only a core element of the development of 
archaeological parks; it is also a very complex task that needs a lot of social sensitivity and clarity 
on the expected outcomes.

3.2.1 Identification of stakeholders

A stakeholder, by definition, is anyone who has an interest in, or is affected by, the outcomes 
of an archaeological park. That could encompass many persons and institutions, so analysis to 
determine significance is critical, being aware that some stakeholders might reveal themselves 
at a later stage of implementation. 

Actually, stakeholder engagement requires a paradigm shift in setting up a cultural heritage 
site like an archaeological park. It is a different mind-set, which will alter the nature and 
construction of a vision, shifting the focus to holistic sustainability as a key outcome and 
criterion for success. Sustainable approaches go beyond the mere creation of a park – they include 
the social and economic sustainability of the wider community.

Stakeholder involvement may not make the delivery of objectives easier, faster and less 
complicated. However, it is a way to secure sustainability and acceptance within the local 
community and make people proud of their local heritage. A successful strategy will bring 
long-term benefits because people who identify with their heritage will stand up if it is 
threatened. Co-designing by beneficiaries and visitors of heritage sites and local communities 
is already standard practice in many European countries, being supported by specific laws and 
trained urban planners. 

Stakeholder involvement also means a shift in the tasks of park managers from management 
to facilitation. Social values and sustainable benefits for the whole community gain relevance 
and are expected to be part of running a site. This is more and more about tapping the available 
opportunities through a strategic vision and different integrative processes. Inclusively engaging 
a wider range of stakeholders and redefining who should be positively affected generates a wider 
acceptance, sense of inclusion and energy, driving project success and ultimately delivering more 
sustainable benefits.
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The ArcheoDanube’s Common Guidance on Stakeholder Involvement – Stakeholder Identification 
Analysis and Recommendations supports the interested site managers and is strongly recommended 
in case of starting a strategy for stakeholder involvement.

3.2.2 A special focus on tourism stakeholders

Tourism stakeholders comprise an immense range of interests and interest groups, though 
many of them may not be obvious at first sight. It would be a big mistake to think that tourism 
stakeholders are only the local or regional Destination Management Organisations (DMOs), 
hotels and restaurants, local guides and possibly groups of friends of the archaeological park. The 
following people and institutions could play a specific role in cultural tourism-related activities:

 y Local / regional DMOs responsible for tourism activities;
 y Local / regional accommodation providers or their association;
 y Local / regional restaurants, caterers or their association;
 y Small businesses directly linked to the archaeological park (e.g. shop operators, souvenir 

manufacturers); 
 y Mobility providers (public and private local buses and trains, car rentals, bike rentals, 

river cruises operators, parking area operators, public roads administration); 
 y Public utilities providers (post offices, waste managers, toilet operators, gardeners);
 y Cultural, educational, historical and social associations;
 y Cultural tourism networks;
 y Politicians with a mandate on cultural topics;
 y Local / regional planners;
 y Ordinary citizens.

Tourism and cultural tourism in particular is not a separate entity that operates in a loose 
connection to a park. On the contrary, best-case cultural tourism is supported by the whole 
community and all of its private and public representatives. A successful park needs their 
consent and support. Read more about the “power formula” which links tourism and archaeological 
sites in subchapter 4.10 of the Guidebook.

3.2.3 The role of tourism in archaeological parks

It is often assumed that the involvement of tourism is self-evident when it comes to archaeological 
parks.  One would expect that tourism professionals would see an archaeological park as a 
particularly attractive asset to their tourism portfolio. This opinion suggests that the awareness of 
the touristic dimension of a park is present on the tourism side.  However, this cannot be taken 
for granted, and the reasons for this vary greatly. It can be related to an existing tourism strategy 
that simply does not take an archaeological park into account, it can be a lack of qualification of 
the tourism staff, or it can have financial reasons.

In order to avoid this, the awareness raising aspects are very important in the relationship between 
a park and the tourism agencies at local and regional level. Local and regional tourism agencies 
which are responsible for tourism “by virtue of their office” are strong cooperation partners with 
well-proven communication instruments.
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However, there are other categories of people and institutions that can contribute to a 
successful cultural tourism and the Good Practices collection proves this impressively. In 
summary, the more stakeholders that come together in a support network for a park, the 
more successful the park will be, also as a sustainable tourism product. Accommodation and 
gastronomy providers, small companies from the creative industries, regional representatives of 
global economic players, mobility, infrastructure and services providers, and touristic networks 
can all be attractive partners when it comes to exciting offers on site and in the vicinity. Balancing 
their interests with those of a park might be a challenge, but it is worth a continuous try. 

Read more about the cooperation with the tourism industry in subchapter 4.10 of the Guidebook.

3.2.4 How to involve stakeholders actively

The involvement of stakeholders is a proactive endeavour, creating an environment where 
different perspectives and voices are valued, heard and taken into account. This concerns the 
development of stakeholder connections that go far beyond mapping and communicating the 
activities of a park to include co-design, benefits and value creation for the entire community.

Initially, it is recommended to identify:

 y All of the possible stakeholders;
 y Their potential interest in an archaeological park;
 y If they are willing to join a stakeholder group.

It is strongly recommended to invite a good mix of all identified groups to a stakeholder meeting. 
A good size for a stakeholder group would be 10 – 15 persons (in order to give every person space 
for contributions).

3.2.5 Inviting the right participants in stakeholder groups

There are different groups of stakeholders and their relevance is measured by the way they could 
be affected:

 y Primary stakeholders – people/groups that are directly affected, either positively or 
negatively, by the park. In some cases, there are primary stakeholders on both sides, as 
an activity might benefit one group and have a negative effect on another. For example, 
improved mobility opportunities might benefit visitors to the site though could affect the 
quality of life of the persons residing in the vicinity.

 y Secondary stakeholders – people/groups that are indirectly affected, also either 
positively or negatively, but are not regularly engaged in the activities of the park and 
may not be essential for the park’s success. For example, some media outlets might be 
important for communication, but they will not be directly involved in activities.

 y Key stakeholders – people/institutions that might belong to either or none of the 
first two groups, but can have a positive or negative effect directly or through an 
actor. Politicians or regional planners and citizens might have this role.
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3.2.6 Challenges to cope with 

Usually each stakeholder has its own set of goals and objectives and is often driven by 
a different set of needs. Failing to recognise this nuance can result in negative influences 
on the outcome of the engagement. Therefore, the identification of possible conflicts and 
critical issues will most probably arise already during the organisation and implementation of  
stakeholder meetings.

Building trust is one of the most important goals in establishing stakeholder groups. Mutual 
trust takes time to develop, and the reliability of partners in the implementation of agreements 
and arrangements is of particular importance. Many problems can be solved cooperatively with 
reliable partners, and this is the particular strength of stakeholder groups and networks. The 
following list of recommendations is intended to help tackle challenges with as much foresight 
as possible.

3.2.7 Recommendations for mitigating challenges

The following general recommendations for the establishment and running of stakeholder groups 
are also intended to mitigate challenges:

 y The establishment and operation of an archaeological park is a complex task and requires 
the inclusion of many different actors, disciplines and expertise. Therefore, managers 
and operators have to accept that they do not have all the knowledge that would be 
necessary to solve such a complex task.

 y Stakeholder involvement is not (only) about archaeological heritage or tourism, but 
about social values, identity building of the whole city, economic benefits and employment 
opportunities for all citizens.

 y Implementation steps may have an impact on persons and groups that is not immediately 
obvious. The early establishment of stakeholder groups can help to bring different 
interests together, help to identify possible contributions and prevent and mitigate 
conflicts.

 y The involvement of stakeholders is a long-term strategy, not a temporary task. 
Additional stakeholders should always be welcome as a stakeholder group is never a 
closed shop. 

 y Involve everyone who wants to, regardless of function or status.
 y Make it clear at the beginning of a stakeholder initiative what is non-negotiable. These 

can be, for example, legal or heritage conservation requirements.
 y Listen to your stakeholders and draw conclusions! This will help to identify potential 

conflicts at the stage when they can still be solved or negotiated.
 y Insist on an appreciative, respectful attitude towards all participants in internal and 

external communication.
 y Create an “alliance of the willing”, i.e. of people interested in getting involved in the 

development of an archaeological park. Others will follow! 
 y Transparency is important! Communicate your concern and the opportunity of 

involvement openly and transparently by finding strong media partners and using tools 
such as newsletters and social media. 
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 y Keep rethinking who can contribute to the success of the park. Many facilities and 
people are not immediately recognisable as important stakeholders, but can make 
important contributions.

 y Establish a good cooperation with tourism professionals of all kinds by trying to find “a 
common language”. This may include regular meetings beyond the stakeholder group 
meetings.

 y Be aware that all stakeholders bring their own interests or have particular interests 
that are not necessarily congruent with those of the archaeological park. The ability 
to compromise and continuously balance different interests is part of working with 
stakeholder groups.

 y Archaeological parks need supporters at local and regional level. External experts with 
a good professional reputation and unquestionable expertise might help to solve 
conflicts and come to solutions.

 y Be prepared for “troublemakers” in the participation process, e.g. people for whom 
their particular interests are more important than the objectives of the park.

 y There are some soft skills that are particularly helpful: active listening, being 
responsive, engaging, staying objective, acting without airs and graces.

3.3 Networking with other cultural tourism-focused entities

Networking is a way of dealing with all of the potential participants in the process of implementing 
a plan to turn the local cultural heritage into a tool for sustainable development. A tourism 
network is a complex system with different offers that form one destination and clearly identified 
links between them. One tourism destination can include many companies, associations, and 
organisations (we can call them stakeholders), where all of them are equal and offer their products 
and activities independently (Żemła 2016, 5-6); they all form a network system.

Different types of cultural tourism providers can be put together into a network, so one can have 
heritage tourism, ethnographic tourism, event and festival tourism, religious tourism, artistic or 
cultural tourism, culinary traditions tourism, traditional sport and games tourism, all connected 
into one tourist destination to offer more interesting experiences to visitors. 

One way of creating these networks is to create forms of cooperation between different 
participants by organizing them in thematic clusters. A thematic cluster represents a group 
of interrelated stakeholders, for example accommodation businesses, tourist attractions, tour 
companies, and also government agencies and tourism boards. There are also elements of the 
tourism practice that are not always involved officially in these networks, e.g. landscape resources 
like beaches, lakes, scenic viewpoints and national parks, or built resources like traditional or 
historical architecture, public monuments, or historical installations, which are often listed as 
“community owned” and taken for granted.  

However, all tourism destinations should function within a system that is mutually beneficial for 
everyone. Therefore, the cluster model can be used as a tool for fostering innovation and growth 
in tourism destinations at all levels, from local to national. In this way, a variety of comprehensive 
and interesting cultural tourism products can be offered to the visitors, combining offers and 
services from different specialized providers. The visitors themselves can also build their own 
tourism product from a variety of offers (Żemła 2016, 7-8).
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Archaeological parks can also benefit from the establishment of their own support networks, 
which should include all of the interested parties – administrators, supporters, service providers, 
scientific partners, and investors. This aspect should already be considered in your Local Archeo 
Plan (see subchapter 4.9 in the Guidebook). 

The involvement in both types of networks should be taken into consideration, because they 
are fulfilling different objectives. The involvement in a number of clusters having various origins 
or scopes could actually help the development of the park and its tourism-related offers. At the 
same time, the archaeological park will be perceived as a valuable asset and collaborator by other 
members of the respective networks.  

The local networks could also enable connections to regional, national and international touristic 
destinations, so one can be part of the following types of networks, depending on the importance 
of the archaeological site:

 y Local – for sites having only a local importance, but being still interesting for visitors who 
want to experience something very specific or different (e.g. local foods or traditional 
crafts); 

 y Regional – for sites having a regional importance, where regionally shared connections, 
traditions and history could provide coherent archaeological tourism offers (e.g. the 
region of Srem – connecting Roman Sirmium, the Museum of Bread in Pecinci village, 
and Serbian orthodox monasteries in the Fruška gora Mountains: https://becultour.eu/
regional-development-agency-srem-serbia); 

 y National – for sites having a national importance, being included in national touristic 
offers (e.g. the Roman Route in Serbia – Itinerarium Romanum Serbiae: http://viminacium.
org.rs/en/projekti/itinerarium-romanum-serbiae/); 

 y International – for sites having an international importance, being included in touristic 
offer that include more than one country (e.g. the Roman Emperors and Danube Wine 
Route, which include sites from five Danube countries: https://www.coe.int/en/web/
cultural-routes/the-roman-emperors-and-danube-wine-route). 

How to network successfully  

Being part of one or several networks focusing on cultural tourism is important, so the following 
table will help you to understand the ways in which networking can work for your archaeological 
park. This is also including additional tips about establishing and maintaining successful networks.
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Networking with What to ask for How to do it Why do you need it

Local museum

Knowledge of 
local history and 
archaeological sites

Collaboration 
agreements  

Gaining support for 
your interpretive 
solutions

Guided tours in the 
museum

Offer them as part of 
your tours/routes

Diversifying the  
information sources 
about local history and 
archaeological sites

Educational workshops 
for different age 
groups (e.g. making 
mosaics or pottery)

Co-host them as part 
of your educational 
packages

Making visitors to 
come to your park 
more than once

Institute for 
the protection 

of cultural 
monuments 

Knowledge of local 
architecture and 
monuments

Collaboration 
agreements  

Gaining support for 
your interpretive 
solutions and 
conservation / 
restoration activities

Local schools and 
universities 

Cooperation in 
educational and 
interactive workshops

Involve them in the 
creation and delivery 
of these workshops

Fostering greater 
interest in 
archaeological heritage 
among the local youth

Students who can 
write and present 
essays / small studies 
based on your site / 
finds

Collaborate with 
professors and school 
teachers

Students learn 
about the local 
archaeological heritage 
while also educating 
visitors

Volunteer students 
interested in training / 
work experience 

Offer a training / work 
experience program

Students learn new 
skills and you can 
supplement your staff

Hosting of regular 
school classes or/and 
university lectures

Collaborate with 
professors and school 
teachers

Fostering greater 
interest in 
archaeological heritage 
among the local youth

Tourism agencies

Putting your 
park on the local, 
regional, national or 
international tourism 
map 

Collaboration 
agreements; offering 
of promotional 
materials; newsletters 

Attracting more 
visitors to your park

Requesting licensed 
guides

Collaboration 
agreements

Attracting more 
visitors to your park; 
diversifying your offer

Advertising / offering 
tourism services 

Collaboration 
agreements

More sources of 
revenue 

Integrating your park 
into different local or 
regional tours

Collaboration 
agreements

Attracting more 
visitors to your park; 
diversifying your offer
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Networking with What to ask for How to do it Why do you need it

Other 
archaeological 
sites and parks

Organizing 
archaeological tours

Collaboration 
agreements

Attracting more 
visitors to your park; 
diversifying your offer

Organizing digging 
workshops for 
different age groups

Collaboration 
agreements

Making visitors to 
come to your park 
more than once

Local restaurants, 
bars and cafes

Re-enactment of 
culinary and dining 
practices from the past 

Providing recipes and 
other interesting facts 
about culinary and 
dining practices from 
the past

Making visitors to 
come to your park 
more than once; 
diversifying your offer

Providing local 
food and beverage 
specialties

Advertising; offering 
discounts; providing 
selling places

Making visitors to 
come to your park 
more than once; 
diversifying your offer; 
additional source of 
revenue

Gastronomy services 
in / close to the park

Advertising; offering 
discounts; providing 
dining facilities 

Making visitors to 
come to your park 
more than once; 
diversifying your offer; 
additional source of 
revenue

Local hotels Accommodation 
services 

Advertising; offering 
discounts 

Visitors stay longer in 
your area

Souvenir 
producers and 

shops

Producing / selling 
souvenirs related to 
your park

Advertising; offering 
discounts; providing 
selling places

Visitors will remember 
your park; additional 
source of revenue

Producers / shops 
selling local 

products

Producing / selling 
local products, 
including artisanal and 
traditional crafts ones

Advertising; offering 
discounts; providing 
selling places

Making visitors to 
come to your park 
more than once; 
additional source of 
revenue

Mass-media, both 
traditional and 

digital

Advertising your park 
and activities 

Providing regular 
newsletters; inviting 
mass-media 
representatives to 
your events 

Attracting potential 
visitors; popularizing 
your activities and 
impact

Social media, 
including, 

bloggers, vloggers 
and influencers

Advertising your park 
and activities

Providing regular 
newsletters; inviting 
representatives to 
your events

Attracting potential 
visitors; popularizing 
your activities and 
impact
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Networking with What to ask for How to do it Why do you need it

NGOs

Recruiting / training 
volunteers; offering 
inclusion programs for 
marginalized people; 
designing / offering 
unconventional 
workshops / activities

Collaboration 
agreements

Attracting more 
visitors to your park; 
diversifying your 
offer; making your 
park more inclusive; 
creating / maintaining 
a sense of ownership 
within the local 
community  

Local citizens
Gathering opinions 
and ideas about your 
park and activities

Questionnaires; open 
days; roundtables 

Monitoring and testing 
actions aiming to 
improve your park; 
creating / maintaining 
a sense of ownership 
within the local 
community

Utility providers  Improving accessibility, 
sanitation etc Planning agreements

Attracting more 
visitors; improving 
services

Public transport 
companies

Bus stops and routes 
providing access to 
your park

Planning agreements 
Attracting more 
visitors; improving 
services

Public and private 
companies

Sponsorship 
(financial or in-kind) 
of different activities, 
improvements, 
programs etc

Sponsorship 
agreements 

Financial and non-
financial support; 
increased visibility, 
especially if the 
sponsor is a well-
reputed company 
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4. DEVELOPMENT OF A SUSTAINABLE 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL TOURISM PRODUCT

4.1 The archaeological tourism product: a definition

Archaeological tourism is a particular form of cultural tourism which is composed of various 
tourism products. Therefore, the definition of an archaeological tourism product must be related 
to the more general definition of a cultural tourism product. For the definition of archaeological 
tourism, see subchapter 4.10 in the Guidebook. An important step in archaeological tourism is the 
transformation of assets into archaeological tourism products that can be offered to visitors and 
meet the existing market demand. From a marketing point of view, a key element of the product 
is its consumption to satisfy needs, wants and desires (kotlEr, turnEr 1989, 435). 

Medlik and Middleton (1973) have described a tourism product as a group of activities, services 
and benefits combined from components such as attractions, facilities and accessibility that 
complete the entire tourism experience. Another definition describes a cultural tourism product 
as a composition of the core product (being the cultural tourism supply and the related specific 
cultural tourist services, such as information and education) and the additional product (being 
the general tourism product elements and the related tourist services) (RichaRds, munsteRs 2010, 
52-53). These components of cultural tourism products can be applied to the specific situation 
of the archaeological tourism products, such as:

 y Archaeological tourism supply (archaeological parks, sites, trails and routes, 
monuments, museums, open-air museums, theme parks, living history and experimental 
archaeology events, as well as archaeological excavations and other related research 
activities which are open to the public);

 y Specific cultural tourism services (information, interpretation and education);
 y Transportation infrastructure (pedestrian accessibility, signposting, parking facilities, 

access by car, train, aeroplane, coach, boat or ship, taxi companies, bus services or 
underground railway systems);

 y General tourist facilities and services (travel agencies, tour operators, tourist 
associations, tourist offices, national tourist organisations, accommodation facilities, 
restaurants, cafes and pubs, banks, shops etc). 
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According to another definition, an archaeological tourism product can be described as anything 
that is offered to tourists at the archaeological destination and can satisfy their needs, if tourism 
resources are considered the basis (coplEy, robson 1996). Archaeological tourism products can also 
be described as a packaged presentation of the archaeological heritage in a way that meets all 
of the tourism requirements at the destination, and at the same time offers high-quality support 
services ensuring an overall experience (commeR, Willems 2019, 80). In the case of most definitions, 
information and learning are highlighted as an integral part of the cultural tourism product, so 
these are also important for the archaeological tourism product (chiriko 2020, 4).

Figure 4.1 shows how external factors like economy, politics, social and cultural aspects affect the 
development of an archaeological tourism product that is based on a sustainable management of 
the archaeological attractions. This includes protection and preservation, research, staff training, 
authenticity, quality, and a relevant interpretation that is also considering people with special needs, 
and cooperation and exchange with all of the involved stakeholders (commeR, Willems 2019, 59). 

After reviewing various sources and literature about cultural tourism products, we can conclude 
that an integral archaeological tourism product is composed of the main archaeological attraction, 
or a group of similar attractions, and a number of tangible and intangible support elements, such 

Figure 4.1. Components of the archaeological tourism product 
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as information and education, accessibility, accommodation facilities, and other services that 
satisfy the needs of tourists at the archaeological destination and offer them an overall experience.

There are many examples where managers of the archaeological attractions focus more on 
tangible assets without really understanding how to provide quality tourism experiences. It 
is therefore important that the managers understand the needs and interests of the tourists, 
so their archaeological tourism products can be shaped to fulfil these needs while also taking 
into consideration their management goals, such as the protection and conservation of the 
archaeological heritage (mcKeRcheR, du cRoss 2002).

4.2 Types of archaeological tourism products

Archaeological tourism, as defined in subchapter 4.1, is a form of cultural tourism that is classified 
under special interest tourism category, which includes attractions that motivate the tourist to 
travel and seek educative and informative features, in other words travels that allow tourists to 
experience and understand other cultures. This type of tourist is not merely interested in cultural 
heritage in general, but in a narrower segment of it, being fully or partially motivated by a higher 
interest in archaeological discoveries. 

There is a significant difference between integrated and separate tourism products or services. 
Tourists usually prefer products or services that are integrated into a comprehensive package, 
such as travel arrangements which consist of a set of different services (for example transportation 
and accommodation services), each being further subdivided into individual services (brEZovEc, 
nemec Rudež 2009, 133). 

By understanding why tourists visit your destination, you can shape their experience to better 
satisfy their needs and interests, which many service providers have already recognized. That is 
why they offer integrated archaeological tourism products of different types: 

 y archaeological heritage districts/regions;
 y archaeological routes;
 y organised archaeological tours; 
 y archaeological parks;
 y archaeological festivals;
 y archaeological excavation camps.

An archaeological heritage district or region can be described as an area defined by a certain 
degree of cultural homogeneity in a particular historical period (Darvill 2009). The archaeological 
tourism products of this type contain a number of archaeological attractions (sites, museums, 
events etc) and other additional services required by tourists, such as guidance, accommodation, 
transport, gastronomy, shops etc. A good example of an archaeological heritage region is the 
Hadrian’s Wall Country, UK (see subchapter 6.3), which shows how different service and product 
providers can connect, support and promote each other, while also increasing the visibility of the 
entire region and having a higher economic impact. Another good example of an archaeological 
heritage region is Brijuni in Croatia, where the archaeological heritage is integrated into a 
tourism product, being complemented by other services and offerings (see subchapter 6.1). 
Some archaeological districts include extensive areas with a cohesive group of sites, sometimes 
belonging to different historical periods, for example Castle Park Archaeological District, US 
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(https://www.historycolorado.org/location/castle-park-archaeological-district), or Moccasin Bend 
National Archaeological District, US (https://www.nps.gov/chch/learn/historyculture/moccasin-bend-
national-archeological-district.htm), which presents the history of human habitation throughout 
different periods of time.

Another type of archaeological tourism product is the archaeological route which connects 
different archaeological attractions with other tourism service providers. When tourists embark 
on such routes, they need access to the information regarding different archaeological attractions 
and sites on the route, as well as tourist information centres, accommodation facilities, transport 
services, restaurants, shops and many other services. Mostly individual tourists or small groups 
go on such routes, so other basic services and facilities which you would not normally associate 
with tourism products are also included, for example petrol stations, car repair shops, markets, 
pharmacies and health centres. An example of such a route is the Roman Emperors and Danube 
Wine Route which connects different tourism service providers, archaeological sites and vineyards 
from five European countries (https://www.coe.int/en/web/cultural-routes/the-roman-emperors-
and-danube-wine-route). 

A different type of archaeological tourism product is the archaeological tour with a guide, which 
includes additional services and offers, for example transport, accommodation, sightseeing, 
entrance fees, meals and other services that would meet the needs of tourists. Some professional 

Figure 4.2. Archaeological heritage regions: 1. Brijuni in Croatia (photo K. Zanier). 2–4. Hadrian’s 
Wall Country in the United Kingdom – demonstration of Roman fighting techniques; Vindolanda 
archaeological site; Roman Army Museum (photos T. Senica) 
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or scientific organizations are also offering this kind of tours, one example being the Archaeological 
Institute of America which offers a variety of archaeological tours to different destinations all over 
the world (https://www.archaeological.org/programs/public/tours/). 

Archaeological parks can also become an integrated tourism product if they offer other services 
and products that satisfy the needs and interests of their visitors. A good example is the Selinunte 
Archaeological Park which offers a wide range of services and products to their visitors. These 
include information about accommodation and transportation facilities, or different types of 
itineraries, tours and excursions that also include other attractions. Information about different 
sport or art events, catering facilities, and other local tourism service providers are also available 
(https://en.visitselinunte.com/archaeological-park/). 

Archaeological festivals could also be a type of archaeological tourism product if they include 
other services. These festivals are usually larger and bring together a huge number of different 
providers. Among the good examples of this type of archaeological tourism product are the 
Archaeological Festival in Biskupin, Poland (https://www.biskupin.pl/zapraszamy-na-xxvi-
festyn-archeologiczny/), and the year-long “1900 Festival” which is organized along the Hadrian’s 
Wall in 2022, including hundreds of archaeological events and other activities (https://1900.
hadrianswallcountry.co.uk/). 

Archaeological excavation camps can also be a type of archaeological tourism product if they 
offer some additional services such as transportation and accommodation. Many archaeological 
sites offer paid accommodation with food and beverages to the tourists in exchange for volunteer 
work on their excavations, and they are also providing other tourism-related information or 
services they may need. For example, the DigVentures website (https://digventures.com/) offers 
a variety of archaeological excavations or other experiences on archaeological sites, and also 
includes other information that people might need when they join their excavation team.

Every other combination of archaeological destinations and activities and additional tourism 
services offered to the visitors could be an archaeological tourism product.

4.3 Components of archaeological tourism products: assets and services

As it was already mentioned, archaeological tourism products are composed of different assets 
and services. Some are related to the archaeological core product, some to the additional 
touristic product. Archaeological tourism products are compound entities, so you really have 
to think about different components and to create a sound ensemble.

The basic component of an archaeological tourism product is a place of archaeological relevance 
(your archaeological destination) or a group or series of such places, connected by spatial, 
thematic, cultural or chronological relations, therefore composing together a unitary itinerary or 
cultural district, telling one story of our archaeological past. Such places can conform to different 
types of archaeological sites, parks or museums with archaeological content. These places have to 
be publicly accessible and need to have at least minimal visitor infrastructure and equipment. In 
order to understand the archaeological remains despite their fragmentary nature, it is essential 
to have some means to explain and illustrate their contents, original state and meaning, i.e. non-
personal interpretation, information and education media.
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The archaeological core product is also composed of activities and services that have 
informative and educational scopes. These are typically offered by a specialized staff, especially 
when related to the explanation of archaeological contents, and concern the personal 
interpretation, information and education media, e.g. different kinds of guided tours, 
workshops and lectures. The archaeological core product can also include other activities based 
on archaeological content, like open archaeological excavations and other research activities 
in which regular people can participate. These activities allow the visitors to get a hands-on 
experience of archaeological research, but imply careful training of the participants, as well as 
strict protocols and agreements. Living history events having an archaeological character can 
also allow the visitors to step back in time by using tools, performing activities and dressing up 
into an interactive presentation of a specific archaeological culture or re-enactment of a specific 
event related to archaeological periods. Significant experience has been gained from this kind 
of events, especially for the later historical periods, but the reconstruction of several aspects 
related to the earlier periods can be problematic because of limited or fragmentary information. 
Intensive preparation of the participants is advised in the case of living history events, and this 
can also be part of a comprehensive learning or research process. The re-enactment can also 
take a very sensitive, immersive form, which is called Live Action Role-Playing (LARP), where the 
participants portray different characters in accordance to an agreed scenario. This can again be 
related more generally to an archaeological culture or to a specific event having relevance for an 

Figure 4.3. Roman military camp as thematic accommodation, set up near the archaeological 
remains of the Late Roman defence system Claustra Alpium Iuliarum at Zaplana near Vrhnika, 
Slovenia (photo Visit Vrhnika)
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archaeological period. Other activities and services related to the archaeological core product 
may include experimental archaeology, which often implies the manufacturing of structures and 
objects specific to a culture or period using only technologies and tools known on that time. Living 
history and experimental archaeology can be combined in order to recreate comprehensive and 
informative experiences of the archaeological past. 

It is important to remember that the visitors also need some typical touristic services besides the 
archaeological experiences. That includes the transportation means leading to your archaeological 
destination or connecting a group of such destinations on an itinerary or cultural district, and also 
between archaeological destinations and places where other touristic services can be reached. You 
should be able to offer different transport options, from standard to more sportive or thematic 
ones, and include facilities in accordance with them. Even in this case, the main message or story 
related to your archaeological tourism product can be conveyed by using appropriate means of 
transportation (e.g. those in use also in the period represented by the archaeological destination). 

Food and beverage, as well as accommodation, are other essential services for tourists; if you 
cannot provide them within the archaeological destination, you will have to include suitable 
suggestions in your archaeological tourist product. Some fruitful collaborative agreements can be 
concluded with external providers and also in this case a thematic relation to your archaeological 
destination can be established (e.g. including recipes and lodging inspired by the period or specific 
context illustrated by your archaeological destination). For example, close to an archaeological site 
related to the Roman army, a camping site inspired by Roman military camps can be created, as 
it was tentatively established within the Claustra+ Project in Slovenia (claustra 2019). You should 
seek solutions which are favourable for all of the involved partners, with mutual advertising and 
a comprehensive visitor program.

Shopping is another service that seems to be indispensable in the case of archaeological tourism 
and can also create an important link to local economic development and creative industries. 
However, it is not necessary to have shops and products such as souvenirs or other local craft 
goods at your archaeological destination itself, but you should at least encourage the production 
and selling of such goods in affiliated or associated shops, where the link to your archaeological 
destination should be clearly recognizable.

An archaeological tourism product may include also other services related to recreation, sport, 
wellness and entertainment. These activities can be perfectly in line with the topic of your 
archaeological destination or they can represent a welcome diversion, but do not forget to include 
them into your product. Many of these activities can be easily combined with the visit of your 
archaeological destination (e.g. running or horse riding through extensive archaeological sites) 
and can represent an added value for many visitors which are not only interested in archaeology. 
For example, “Archeorunning” was developed in 2016 and now represents a successful registered 
trademark product offering running tours through the ancient remains of Rome and much more 
(archEorunninG 2021). Riding tours are also available in several archaeological areas surrounding 
Rome (FReedome 2021). In this case, it is even possible to integrate different services in one, 
combining for example sport, recreation and transportation in one activity. Some of these 
activities can match specific functions and aspects of your archaeological destination and can 
help to immerse the tourist into the experience, even if he/she is accomplishing these activities 
in another context (e.g. combining the visit to an ancient thermal area with the visit to a modern 
spa). Also in this case, fruitful collaborations with external partners are possible and represent a 
way to anchor your archaeological destination into the local economy.
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Tourism organizations and travel intermediaries have to be part of your tourism product, since 
they are able to promote and sell it to the public. The best product cannot reach the buyer without 
a dedicated, professional seller.

Hence, the archaeological tourism products can be split into an archaeological core product 
and an additional touristic product, each having different components which can be combined 

Possible components of the archaeological core product: 

• Archaeological parks 
• Archaeological trails 
• Archaeological sites 
• Archaeological monuments 
• Archaeological museums 
• Archaeological open air museums 
• Archaeological theme parks 
• Archaeological excavations and other organized forms of research 

activities 
• Archaeological living history and re-enactment events and 

activities 
     

      
      

Possible components of the additional touristic product: 

• Food and beverage 
• Accommodation 
• Transportation 
• Shopping 
• Recreation, sport, wellness and entertainment 
• Tourist organizations and travel intermediaries 
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tourism product 
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Figure 4.4. Components of an archaeological tourism product
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in order to create a sound, multi-sensorial package representing for the tourist a unique, 
comprehensive experience. You do not need to cover all of the possible components yourself, 
but you can find appropriate local partners which can also benefit from your archaeological 
tourist product. The chosen components of your product should be in line with your target groups 
and offer them different options, also ensuring an easy adaptation and frequent updates. The 
principles of sustainability and inclusion have to be respected in all cases (see subchapter 4.5 
below), because otherwise your archaeological tourism product will become irrelevant. 

4.4 Steps for developing an archaeological tourism product

The development of an archaeological tourism product should follow the same methodology of 
development used for other cultural tourism products. 

The first step includes the analysis and evaluation of the current situation in relation to your 
archaeological heritage and your present tourist flows, their composition and present satisfaction 
degree. You should prepare a short report about these aspects, with solid quantitative data and 
clear overviews.

On the basis of this analysis, you should identify the existing needs and opportunities in relation 
to the specific local economic and archaeological situation. Starting from your needs and 
opportunities, you should formulate the goals related to your archaeological tourism product 
and recognize your stakeholders. All of these data should be included in a concise strategy.

Together with your stakeholders, you should then start the planning process of your archaeological 
tourism product. Always keep in mind your needs, opportunities and goals, and consider the current 
and desired target groups of your product. You should try to find synergies by paying attention to 
the thematic soundness of your product, the multi-sensorial experiences, its sustainability and 
inclusivity. All possible components of an archaeological tourism product must be considered in 
relation to the archaeological core product and any additional touristic product, as mentioned 
in the previous subchapter. Therefore, you should try to find solutions for all of the mentioned 
aspects in order to plan a really comprehensive product. Your ideas and actions should be 
included in a management plan that is related to the whole archaeological tourism product, not 
only to your archaeological destination. A realistic time schedule has to be established for the 
implementation of the tourism product. In it, you should identify indicators which will clearly show 
the progress of your archaeological tourism product. Define responsibilities, a clear management 
structure and a decision making process. A management agreement should be concluded with 
your partners and/or stakeholders.

The next step would be to implement your plan and make your archaeological tourism product 
come true. Try to keep the collaboration with your partners and stakeholders at an optimal level 
through frequent meetings. When selecting the staff working for your product, always seek 
ambitious professionals and keep them up to date with periodical training. Periodical reporting, 
especially in relation to the defined indicators, is necessary in order to monitor your progress.

The promotion and marketing of your archaeological tourism product are other important 
elements of this process and should be systematically pursued. Specific recommendations in 
relation to this aspect are presented in subchapter 4.6 below.
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When your archaeological tourism product is implemented, do not forget to survey your visitors 
using quantitative and qualitative questionnaires. The ability to document more complex 
qualitative data and visitor satisfaction surveys is very important, but keep these instruments 
to a minimum, as they can be bothersome for your visitors if they are too long. Based on the 
feedback of your visitors and the existing tourism trends, you should try to regularly update your 
archaeological tourism product with new activities and offers. Every product has a life cycle and 
after the first boom, a period of stagnation and limited interest is normal; that could be overcome 
by improvements and new additions. At this point new needs, opportunities and goals have to be 
defined and the new planning and implementation process could be initiated.

 

 

Analysis and evaluation of the current state of local archaeological 
heritage and tourist flows

Identification of needs, opportunities, goals and stakeholders

Planning of the archaeological tourism product and stakeholder 
consultation

Implementation of the archaeological tourism product and stakeholder 
collaboration

Promotion and marketing of the of the archaeological tourism product

Feedback analysis and updating of the archaeological tourism product

4.5 Principles and guidelines for the sustainable development of an 
archaeological tourism product

Sustainability and sustainable development are both terms that are increasingly used when it 
comes to planning and development, and also when it concerns natural or cultural heritage. This 

Figure 4.5. Steps for developing an archaeological tourism product
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subchapter will explain what sustainable development is and how it relates to archaeological 
heritage, and will offer guidelines for archaeological tourism products. 

According to the most widely adopted definition, a sustainable development is a development 
that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to 
meet their own needs (Wced 1987, 41).

This definition has been extensively quoted and advanced by various organisations and authors. 
The concept has evolved since its inception and now three pillars are usually added to further 
explain sustainable development (UNEP, WTO 2005):

 y Economic sustainability, which means generating prosperity at different levels of society 
and addressing the cost effectiveness of all economic activity.

 y Social sustainability, which means respecting human rights and equal opportunities for all 
in a society. There is an emphasis on local communities, maintaining and strengthening 
their life support systems, recognizing and respecting different cultures and avoiding 
any form of exploitation.

 y Environmental sustainability, which means conserving and managing resources, 
especially those that are not renewable or are precious in terms of life support. It requires 
action to minimise pollution of air, land and water, and to conserve biological diversity 
and natural heritage.

Sustainable development has also been adopted in the tourism sector. The most often cited 
definition is from ICOMOS 2002: “Sustainable tourism should refer to a level of tourism activity that 
can be maintained over the long term because it results in a net benefit for the social, economic, 
natural and cultural environments of the area in which it takes place”. The benefit of sustainable 
tourism is again three-fold, following the above-mentioned pillars of sustainable development; it 
concerns the economic and social benefits for the local community and the preservation of local 
heritage (cultural or natural).

Archaeological tourism and its products, as part of the wider cultural heritage tourism, should 
follow the principles of sustainable development. Archaeological heritage is fragile, non-renewable, 
in danger of disappearing and in this way similar to the natural environment. Therefore, the 
same principles of environmental sustainability also apply to the archaeological heritage. The 
conservation and preservation of archaeological heritage for future generations should be 
the priority of any plans of developing the archaeological tourism. The social sustainability of 
archaeological heritage can be mainly ensured through its physical and intellectual accessibility. 
The economic sustainability is harder to achieve when developing the archaeological tourism. 
Investments into preservation and development are, at least initially, larger than any financial 
profits. The eventual revenue generated from tourism needs to be reinvested into the 
archaeological heritage and the local community to achieve economic sustainability.

For a sustainable development of an archaeological tourism product, the following principles 
should be considered (adapted after ICOMOS 2002 and AIA 2013):

1. Making the archaeological site physically, intellectually and economically accessible to 
the local community and to the visitors 

The site should be physically accessible to as many as possible, especially to those with physical 
impairments (AIA 2013). Reasonable and well-managed access to cultural sites and cultural 
heritage is both a human right and a privilege, but it also brings with it a duty of respect for the 
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heritage on the part of the visitor (ICOMOS 2002). Accessibility can be divided into physical, 
intellectual and economical accessibility. Archaeological sites are especially prone to problems 
of physical access given the sensitivity of the structures being visited (timothy 2011). Increasing 
or providing physical access should therefore be carefully considered and planned with minimal 
impact on the archaeological remains. Interpretation and presentation play an important role in 
making the cultural heritage intellectually accessible to people. Archaeological sites are usually 
less accessible intellectually than other cultural heritage sites and need very clear interpretation 
to make them understandable and appreciated by the average visitor. Economic accessibility 
mostly concerns the cost of travel to the site and the cost of entry. Many cultural heritage sites 
offer various kinds of discounts for certain groups (students, the elderly, children etc). A lower 
admission fee is also commonly offered to the local people to keep them engaged with the site. 
Less can be done to lower the cost of travel and accommodation.

2. Balancing the preservation and conservation of the archaeological heritage with the 
needs of tourism development 

Managers should not do anything that would negatively influence the efforts to preserve the 
archaeological site, but should support conservation efforts, encourage visitors to also support 
them, and make certain that the site can accommodate visitors without being negatively affected 
(AIA 2013). The preservation and conservation of an archaeological site that is open to the 
public is usually the uppermost concern of any archaeologist. Degradation due to time, natural 
factors, visitor infrastructure, uncontrollable access and vandalism may irreversibly destroy the 
site (DunninG thiErstEin 2019, 60). A sustainable development plan should therefore focus on the 
preservation and conservation of archaeological remains for the future generations. It is important 
to remember that the archaeological site and its (hidden) features is the most important asset of 
an archaeological tourism product, and without it, there will be no values, no interest, no visitors 
and no tourism (DunninG thiErstEin 2019, 61). When adapting an archaeological site for tourism, 
some concessions are usually made, especially when it comes to accessibility. However, the 
preservation of the archaeological remains should always be at the forefront, and sites may be 
partially or completely closed to protect them from negative effects. Managers should consider 
the maximum carrying capacity (the number of visitors a site can host at any one time) of the 
archaeological site. Visitors perceive the limited access to a site unfavourably, so managers should 
use a sensible approach when implementing restrictions (e.g. limiting access to certain features, 
increasing ticket prices etc). Different kinds of presentations or reconstructions may become 
relevant if the archaeological site cannot be completely open to the public all the time.

3. Effective and enjoyable interpretation for a worthwhile visitor experience 

Visitors’ experience should be enhanced by proper site interpretation and by providing other 
activities that allow them to get a better understanding of the past communities who built the 
site (AIA 2013). The visit to an archaeological site should also be worthwhile and educational. 
Site interpretation is the most useful tool for achieving this. While also having other benefits 
for the site (see subchapter 4.6 in the Guidebook), interpretation can be an integral part of a 
sustainable development. It should inform visitors and the local community about the fragility 
of the archaeological heritage, highlight its social and cultural value, and stimulate a sense of 
ownership and care (timothy 2011). Interpretation may help the visitors to understand the qualities 
of the place and to value them, which in turn can encourage them to want to assist and sustain 
the place, such as by altering their own behaviour during their visit so that it is more considerate 
and sustainable (BRamWell, lane 1993, 74). 
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4. Involvements of local community in planning and conservation 

Managers should ensure that the local community is involved in the creation of an archaeological 
tourism product, encourage their participation in planning the future of the site, and make sure 
that they benefit from the efforts (AIA 2013). Local communities are often overlooked when tourism 
products are planned for a specific archaeological site. Archaeologists and planners should be 
proactive in their inclusion, allowing them to drive the research questions they believe would 
have applications to small-scale tourism, providing full access to the results of their research, and 
funding and assisting the creation of multilingual, tourist-friendly information that local guides 
can use (mattheWs 2020, 156). Archaeological tourism should be based on cooperation between 
site managers, archaeologists, tourism specialists, local governments, commercial promoters 
and other stakeholders such as schools and universities, associations and representatives of the 
local communities. A sustainable development should ensure that all of the parties interested 
in the utilisation and preservation of a site should have an active voice in discussions about the 
process (WalKeR, caRR 2013, 30). 

5. Tourism and conservation should benefit the local community 

Revenue derived from tourism activities in archaeological sites should be allotted to the protection, 
conservation and presentation of those places and visitors should be informed of this revenue 
allocation (AIA 2013). Tourists may be willing to spend more if they know that the revenue would 
benefit the archaeological site and its preservation. Tourism programmes should encourage 
the training and employment of guides and site interpreters from the local community, to 
improve the skills required for the presentation and interpretation of their heritage. Additionally, 
archaeological tourism should be used to encourage local entrepreneurial activity, such as opening 
accommodation facilities. Boutique-style accommodations are especially appealing to most 
heritage tourists and can become an important part of the tourism economy of a destination 
(timothy 2011). The same is true for boutique restaurants and cafes that have a certain theme, 
possibly connected to the local heritage. Local businesses can also be involved in the gift or 
souvenir shops at the site, advertisements or sponsorships, and other amenities and services 
connected to the archaeological tourism product. 

6. Authenticity should be the focus of tourism promotion 

Tourism promotion should create realistic expectations and responsibly inform potential 
visitors about the characteristics of an archaeological site, thereby encouraging them to 
behave appropriately (AIA 2013). In archaeological tourism, authentic experience comes from 
the uniqueness of each archaeological site, the accuracy of historical facts, and the scientific 
interpretation of excavated remains (DunninG thiErstEin 2019, 61). Archaeological remains are 
researched and analysed through a scientific method and then preferably brought to the visitor 
through accurate, relevant and well-made interpretation (AIA 2013). Any change to the original 
archaeological remains should be explained to the visitors. The conservation and preservation of 
archaeological remains can often slightly change the original substance (e.g. by using protective 
“crowns”, partial reconstructions, anastylosis etc) for its own protection. These changes should be 
made clear to the visitor, so that the authentic experience of archaeological heritage is preserved. 

Guidelines for a sustainable development (adapted after UNEP; WTO 2005; ICOMOS 2002;  
AIA 2013):
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Principles for a sustainable 
archaeological tourism 

product

Sustainable goals to be 
achieved Ways of achieving set goals

Balancing the preservation 
and conservation of the 
archaeological heritage 
with the needs of tourism 
development

Physical integrity (maintain 
and enhance the quality of 
landscapes and avoid physical 
and visual degradation of 
the environment and the 
archaeological remains)

- Ensure that new tourism 
development is appropriate to 
local conditions
- Minimize the physical impact 
of tourist infrastructure and 
activity (carrying capacity)

Effective and enjoyable 
interpretation for a 
worthwhile visitor experience

Visitor satisfaction (worthwhile 
and enjoyable experiences at 
the site will make people care 
and protect the archaeological 
heritage)

- Provide accurate and 
relevant interpretation 
- Provide a variety of 
interpretive media for 
different types of visitors 

Involvements of local 
community in planning and 
conservation

Local control (engage and 
empower local communities in 
planning and decision making 
about the management 
and future development 
of archaeological tourism, 
consultation with other 
stakeholders)

- Ensure appropriate 
engagement and 
empowerment of local 
communities
- Include the local community 
on the decision making for 
future research on site
- Provide information about 
research results 

Tourism and conservation 
should benefit the local 
community

Local prosperity (economic 
prosperity for the locals, 
visitor spending is retained 
locally)

- Include locally owned 
businesses
- Travel revenue should be 
spent locally
- Encourage employment of 
local labour
- Strengthen links between 
local businesses
- Promote the purchasing of 
local products
- Attract higher spending 
visitors

Employment quality (strength-
en the number and skills of 
local employees, offer better 
pay, without discrimination) 

- Increase employment 
opportunities and the 
percentage of year-round, full-
time jobs

Authenticity should be 
the focus of the tourism 
promotion

Cultural richness (respect 
and enhance authentic 
experiences in the 
archaeological site)

- Ensure effective manage-
ment and conservation of 
archaeological sites
- Provide interpretation based 
on accurate historical facts 
and scientific research
- Explain changes to the origi-
nal archaeological remains
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Principles for a sustainable 
archaeological tourism 

product

Sustainable goals to be 
achieved Ways of achieving set goals

Making the archaeological 
site physically, intellectually 
and economically accessible 
to the local community and 
the visitors

Visitor fulfilment (provide a 
safe, satisfying and fulfilling 
experience for visitors, 
available to all without any 
kind of discrimination based 
on gender, race, disability etc)

- Improve physical access for all
- Provide interpretation aimed 
at increasing intellectual 
accessibility
- Provide access for the 
economically and socially 
disadvantaged (ticket 
discounts, free entry etc)

4.6 BRANDING, MARKETING AND PROMOTION OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL 
TOURISM PRODUCTS

BRANDING

The Colosseum in Rome is many things at once – a historical stadium, a technical marvel, a site 
of ancient mass entertainment, an arts or sports venue and, above all, an archaeological site. It 
is up to the individual visitor from which perspective he/she looks at the site. There are many 
possible perceptions of the attraction. Ultimately, it is a question of branding which identity is 
attributed to the site. 

Branding a tourism product, site, or service implies the development of a clear identity, a brand 
that relates to reality and reflects the core strengths and personality of the specific tourism 
product. The main potential of branding is the creation of added value for the specific product. 
The purpose of a brand is to create a distinctive and memorable identity on the market that is 
valuable for the consumer, tourist and visitor. So, when developing your brand identity, ask what 
is central, what is distinctive, what is enduring and therefore memorable in your destination. 

The fundamental challenge in developing a brand identity for tourism products is to describe 
the essence of a destination that represents both a group of operators and a host community. 
Ask yourself how the branding of the archaeological site or product contributes to the destination 
and vice versa. 

Good branding creates recognition and loyalty and thus represents a sustainable quality 
promise and brand trust. To create a strong brand, you need to build a high level of customer 
trust. You achieve brand trust through: 

 y The continuous and reliable offering of high quality products and/or services (sustainable 
quality promise);

 y A unique offer that stands out from the competition (brand uniqueness);
 y A fair price-performance ratio;
 y Customer satisfaction.

Branding is the formulation of an essential message about your product, site, or attraction 
directed to all potential visitors. The Roman City of Carnuntum in Lower Austria, for example, has 
a clear identity that is underlined by the following core message: “Roman City of Carnuntum - the 
past begins here”. This statement underlines that it is a historical attraction and invites visitors 
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to experience the past. It clearly conveys to all potential visitors what it is about: Ancient Rome.  

In the context of cultural heritage sites, the branding strategy is not only indispensable but 
rather complex. Heritage brands need to stand out in competition with other brands in this field. 
Therefore, successful brands need to be specific and different. They need an individual Unique 
Selling Proposition (USP) that helps standing out from the crowd, and that helps to be distinctive 
from competitors (ŠeRić, PeRiŠić 2014). In many cases, tourist products promise magical and unique 
experiences at attractive and often mysterious places. Brand strategies for archaeological 
tourism products must therefore be aligned with the brand identity of the destination (ŠeRić, 
PeRiŠić 2014). The regional development agency Römerland Carnuntum combines both brand 
identities, that of the Roman City of Carnuntum and that of the surrounding region. Here is an 
example that highlights both the cultural and the natural heritage of the region, the vineyards: 
“Carnuntum - historic sites, red and white wines full of character”.

Brand identity

Your brand and the name of your site, attraction or product must clearly represent the 
accompanying experience (FáiltE irElanD 2019). The message created for branding your 
archaeological tourism product needs to include comprehensible narratives and stories that 
can be optimised for different target groups. It must therefore be designed in a way that visitors 
can identify with it. 

For example, the Roman City of Carnuntum uses a specific narrative to market an archaeological 
product to young people: “Young Romans: Games are important here! After transforming into young 
Romans, the group explores the city quarter with their guide and learns how the youngest lived in 
Roman times. Roman games are an important part of the programme.” This example makes clear 
that the product or attraction is about how young people and children lived in Ancient Rome. 
The focus on Roman games points to the associated experience. Hence, young visitors are very 
likely to identify with it.

For visitors to identify and engage with your brand, it needs to evoke emotion and create a 
connection. It is the foundation for building a lasting and sustainable customer relationship with 
a brand. The more visitors can make an emotional connection with your brand, the more they 
remember and accept it. The personality and depth of your brand encourage your visitors to 
make further purchases in other areas of your attraction. So your brand is more than just your 
logo, it is the emotional experience behind your visitor attraction.

The following principles apply to the successful branding of your tourism product (kotlEr, pFoErtsch 
2006): 

Branding principle Strength

Consistency Customer relationship.

Clarity Mission, vision, core values and competencies.

Continuity Brand equity and brand trust.

Visibility Brand exposure and awareness.

Authenticity Provision of unique valuable product / service. 
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Examples

Consistency The messages communicated by Carnuntum have the same tone of 
voice and repeat the same colours in the visual brand elements. 

Clarity “Carnuntum - School of the Gladiators”. This represents a concise 
message and conveys to a specific target group (young people, male, 
etc.) what is so special about your product.

Continuity Carnuntum consistently implements its marketing efforts in such a 
way that all communication channels give the impression that they 
are all based on the same foundation. 

Visibility Carnuntum is clearly visible on Google Maps, in the local infrastructure 
(signage) and in the public transport network map.

Authenticity The Villa Urbana in Carnuntum is a reconstruction of a Roman city 
mansion where a Roman meal is offered to visitors on a monthly 
basis. This makes for an authentic experience. 

MARKETING 

Marketing is the process of communicating ideas and information about your archaeological 
tourism product, site and attractions. It is about getting potential visitors interested in your 
site and services. The most vital element of marketing is to identify the desires and needs of 
the target market and to provide them with opportunities that satisfy their needs and desires. 
Market research is therefore at the beginning of every marketing strategy (timothy 2011). An 
example of finding out about your target market is to create a focus group. This is an informal 
group interview with about 5 to 12 people who are asked by an interview leader about their 
opinions, attitudes, beliefs, satisfaction and impressions about your product, site or attraction. 
Focus groups can be used to quickly determine a target group’s responses and reactions to a 
marketing idea. Another example is to create a fictional target persona that will help you identify 
your ideal visitors. Once you have gained first insights about your target audience by conducting 
a focus group, you could then create a (fictional) target persona representing that group. You will 
start by looking for common characteristics. By grouping those characteristics together, you will 
have the basis of your unique target personas. Give your fictional target persona a name, age, job 
title, a home, interests and other defining characteristics. For example, you have identified a core 
customer group of 40-year-old, professionally successful country-dwelling women with no kids 
and a passion for archaeology. Your potential target persona could look like this: Lisa, 40 years 
old, speaks German, lives in Lower Austria, teaches history at a secondary school, is interested in 
photography and owns a dog. Now adapt your branding and marketing strategy to Lisa and you 
will successfully target the audience Lisa represents. 

Once you have concluded the initial market research, there are further aspects that you will need 
to consider for a successful marketing process: purpose, message and communication channels. 
These aspects become more concrete once you start promoting your product, site or attraction. 
See next section on promotion.

Sustainable marketing

Sustainable marketing includes marketing environmentally friendly products and services, but 
also marketing cultural destinations and sites in a way that guarantees their long-term viability 
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and that of visitor numbers (timothy 2011). The key to sustainable marketing is the implementation 
of long-term goals and community involvement. As Timothy points out (2011), this offers the 
community the opportunity to identify with the local heritage and act as ambassadors for their 
region while becoming part of the product.

A good community engagement strategy means using your brand to make a memorable, lasting 
impression. This means finding out what matters most to your visitors and stakeholders, and then 
offering a unique way to engage with your brand accordingly. So ideally, the community must 
be aware of the importance of protecting the heritage and feel that they can make an effective 
contribution.

For example, schools, universities and further education organisations could use the Roman City 
of Carnuntum as part of their learning programmes. Events could be held to also encourage wider 
community engagement and participation in heritage. For instance, the Roman City of Carnuntum 
works with talented musicians who recreate Roman soundscapes using instruments based on 
original finds. This is an opportunity for community engagement. The more the community is 
engaged with its cultural heritage, the more it can identify with it and thus take on the role of 
ambassador.

Marketing mix 

The marketing mix describes the set of measures or tactics an organisation or heritage site uses to 
promote its brand or product to the market. It can be used to determine the offer of a product, 
site or attraction to the visitor. This helps to translate the marketing strategy into concrete actions. 
The standard classification of the marketing mix consists of the so-called “4 Ps”: product, price, 
place (distribution), and promotion (kotlEr, pFoErtsch 2006):

Product Product policy as one of the marketing instruments deals with the question of 
how to design the optimal product for one’s own target group so that added 
value is created for the visitor.

Price Pricing policy includes all decisions of the heritage site that affect the pricing of 
a product or attraction.

Place Distribution policy addresses the question of how a product or attraction 
gets to the visitor. The types of distribution channels are diverse and must be 
adapted to the target group and product type.

Promotion Before visitors get to use a product or attraction, they must learn about its 
existence and its added value. Promotion or communication policy deals with 
precisely this problem. It is one of the marketing measures that are most 
strongly perceived by the public.

Therefore, the right product is offered at the right price via the appropriate distribution channels 
with the most effective communicative measures at the right time and placed on the market.

Summarising note

When developing your marketing strategy it is essential to keep your goals in mind: What do you 
want to achieve? What do you want to preserve or present, and to whom? When developing 
your target audience, you should also consider their active and/or passive role as visitors. For 
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instance, Carnuntum’s main locations can be rented for private events, e.g. for a civil wedding 
in the Villa urbana. In this case, the bride and the groom are more active visitors, creating and 
navigating their own Carnuntum-experience.

PROMOTION 

Promotion is the process, the set of means and actions designed to inform potential visitors 
about the tourism product offered (ILO 2011). The aim of promotion is to present your product, 
increase demand and differentiate it from the competition. Furthermore, promotion may be 
used to inform visitors, to develop a brand image and show superiority over competitors to turn 
potential visitors into real visitors.  

Promotion objectives:

 y Promotion of new products or services;
 y Development of brand image;
 y Informing visitors;
 y Showing superiority over competitors;
 y Turning potential visitors into real ones.

The usual promotion process consists of four elements: advertising, sales promotion, personal 
selling and public relations. Each of its elements serves a specific communication need, and often 
a combination of those elements is required to meet your promotional objective. 

Promotion Elements Strengths

Advertising Making brands recognisable.

Sales promotion Encouraging buying and selling. 

Personal selling Reaching out directly to potential customers.

Public relation Leveraging existing brands and audiences. 

Steps of Promotion

When starting to develop effective communications and different budget strategies, Chhabra 
(2010) emphasises six steps that involve one or multiple stages of the consumer purchase process. 
These steps presuppose the following questions: 

Question Task

Who Identify the audience. 

What Determine your communication objective. 

How Design the message.

Where Select the communication channels.

How much Select the message sources.

Evaluation Measure the promotions’ results.
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Who? You learned how best to identify your target group in the previous section on marketing. 

What? The content of your marketing activities depends on what your purpose is, what you want 
to achieve. Therefore, think carefully about what you want to achieve with your communication 
before you draft your message. 

You may be concerned with one or a combination of the following purposes:

 y Be known or better known in the community;
 y Educate the public about cultural heritage;
 y Expand your audience;
 y Recruit programme participants or beneficiaries;
 y Recruit volunteers to help with your work;
 y Announce events;
 y Raise money to fund your work.

How? Once you have identified the purpose of your communication efforts, the next step is 
to design the message you want to convey to your visitors. When developing and designing 
successful marketing articles make sure to consider:

 y Are the objectives clear (to you and the audience)?
 y What information do you want your target groups to know?
 y What do you want them to think about your product, site or attraction?
 y What do you want the market group to do after receiving your message?
 y Is your target audience clearly defined?
 y How will you disseminate your marketing object?
 y Try to formulate your message by taking these points into account. 

Where? When promoting your product via specific communication channels, consider what your 
intended audience reads, listens, watches, or engages with. You have to reach your target groups 
by placing your message where they will see it. There are many options among the communication 
channels that can be used to promote your heritage site, for example:

 y Posters;
 y Fliers and brochures;
 y Newsletters;
 y Promotional materials, such as caps, T-shirts, and mugs can serve as effective channels 

for your message;
 y Internet and social media – in addition to your organisation’s website, interactive media 

like Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube are effective communication tools;
 y Stories, newspaper columns, and reports;
 y Press releases and press conferences;
 y Outreach programmes and presentations to other archaeological institutions, community 

groups, and organisations;
 y Local, regional or national events;
 y Music or movies;
 y Special events and open-days that your organisation holds.

Let’s use the previous example of the Young Romans at the Roman City of Carnuntum once again: 
Young Romans stands for an explorative tour through the Roman city quarter in an entertaining way 
– games are essential here. To promote this particular attraction, there are some communication 
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channels that are most likely to reach the specific target group (youngsters and children). In this 
case, promotion via social media is certainly the most relevant and most efficient. 

How much?  Your promotional strategy should include a careful estimate of the resources you 
will need to implement your communication efforts.

Evaluation: Evaluating your communication strategies will help you to continuously improve 
them. You will be able to identify potential problems and find ways to change them. 

More detailed information on communication planning can be found in the ArcheoDanube 
Guidebook for Designing Local ArcheoPlans. 

Developing your Marketing Strategy - Checklist

 y What is your brand purpose? What do you want to achieve?
 y Who is your audience, your target market? What is the role of the visitors (active and/or passive)?
 y What is your message? What do you want to present, or promote?
 y What is your brand identity? What is central, what is distinctive, what is enduring and 

memorable?
 y Have you designed a logo? Does it connect to the purpose? 
 y What is your brand personality? What emotions does your brand evoke that visitors can identify 

with? 
 y Brand perception - what do visitors already think about your brand?
 y What is your unique selling point? How does your attraction differentiate from other competing 

brands in the market? What is specific? 
 y What added value does your brand create?
 y Does your brand and attraction accurately reflect the experience?
 y Where is your brand identity going to be visible inside and outside your attraction? 
 y How will you promote your brand and attraction - on-and offline?
 y Where do you place your promotion? What communication channels will you use?
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5. LOCAL COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT  
AND STAKEHOLDER ACTIVATION  
FOR ARCHAEOLOGICAL TOURISM

5.1 Finding the balance between economic development  
and stakeholder interests

Until very recently, archaeologists and local authorities were seen as the main actors responsible for 
the protection, conservation and valorization of archaeological heritage, while other stakeholders 
were often overlooked. This narrow mindset has to be abandoned in order to find answers to 
the question of what kind of benefits the archaeological heritage may actually bring to different 
stakeholders, including privately owned businesses, landowners or just local inhabitants with a 
keen interest in their own past. 

In many cases, archaeologists and specialists from heritage protection institutions still have an 
almost exclusive right of dealing as they see fit with the archaeological heritage, and in the process 
they are often ignoring the local communities (smith 2006), with no regard for local development 
plans that may have to be stopped or altered due to the newly discovered archaeological site. 
For example, in Sremska Mitrovica (Serbia), the first properly excavated archaeological site was 
found when local authorities decided to build a residential complex in the centre of the town. 
With the first shovel, remains of a huge Roman building with mosaic floors in almost every room 
and corridor, and a central heating system, were discovered. Local archaeologists immediately 
called in experts from Belgrade and Novi Sad who stopped all construction works to conduct 
systematic archaeological investigations. As a consequence, the planned residential complex was 
never built. Today this part of the town is one of the three open-air museums – the visitor centre 
of the Roman Imperial Palace of Sirmium. 

Therefore, depending on the scientific importance of the archaeological remains, the decision 
on the best possible way of dealing with the site is often outside the control of local community 
or any other local stakeholder. They have no role in decisions regarding the conservation or 
restoration, or even in choosing sites that should be prioritized for valorization projects. Along 
the same lines, local economic development is seldom connected to the opportunities that can 
arise from the mere existence of the archaeological sites with a potential touristic relevance. This 
potential economic development is not always recognized as such in a broader sense and as an 
important social and economic factor for the local community. 
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Figure 5.1. Ruins of the Roman Imperial Palace in Sirmium at 
the time of discovery (photo Museum of Srem)

Figure 5.2. Current situation of the Roman Imperial Palace in Sirmium (photo Museum of Srem)
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However, the archaeologists can play an important role in the development of heritage tourism 
through their field and desk-based research, published works and other related activities, 
which should provide the first steps in every attempt to develop an archaeological site into an 
archaeological tourism product. 

Still, it is worth noting that the relationship between archaeology as a science and tourism as 
an economic activity can be rather problematic. Any plan to develop an archaeological site into 
a sustainable tourism product has to consider the question of finding the balance between 
economic development and the non-economic interests of the site itself and of all potential 
stakeholders. These interests have to be clearly identified and any potential conflicts have to be 
mediated early-on; by solving these issues, it will also be possible to find the balance between 
heritage protection and economic development. 

In this context, it is important to note that there are also different ways in which archaeologists 
have approached this subject. The purely academic view is usually strict in its criticism and 
has a mostly negative attitude towards tourism on archaeological sites (holtorF 2013). Then 
there is the practical managerial view, seeking to use archaeological resources for economic 
development and recognizing archaeological tourism as a modern socioeconomic, political and 
cultural phenomenon that can offer some kind of appropriation of the past.  The third main 
approach is the almost “utopian” institutional view of only the positive sides of this expert valuation 
of the archaeological heritage. Here we can mention studies by international agencies, such as 
UNESCO and the World Bank, or the International Scientific Committee on Archaeological Heritage 
Management (ICAHM) of the ICOMOS, which is offering broad information on how tourism could 
increase the interest in history, archaeology and cultural heritage within the society (schnapp 1993 
and 2002; silBeRman 1989; triGGEr 1995). 

Moreover, in order to find the common ground to solve these problems, you can use a number 
of tools, which are presented below:

Tools Who is included Results

Open meetings of the 
interested stakeholders 
where everyone can 
present their side of the 
story 

Archaeologists, local authorities and 
inhabitants whose interest is connected 
with the development of tourism and 
other related businesses (catering and 
accommodation owners, food and wine 
producers, souvenirs makers, artists etc) 

Finding the common 
ground

Surveys on official 
local websites with 
questions about the 
best ways of valorizing 
archaeological heritage

Local community Getting many different 
ideas to find solutions

Actions through the 
Local Archeo Plan with 
detailed ideas that can 
be applied

Experts (archaeologists, architects, 
conservators, landscape specialists etc), 
local authorities and their governing body, 
and local people 

Developing a clear 
idea about the best 
solution for all parties, 
while taking into 
account all different 
interests
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Tools Who is included Results

Direct interviews Interested stakeholders Identifying the main 
interests of each 
stakeholder

Agreements specifying 
the obligations 
regarding the  
development and 
preservation of the 
archaeological heritage

Public and private entities Direct engagement 
with interested 
stakeholders

5.2 Development of the “shared ownership” perception

Archaeological heritage is always connected to the land, and land is always owned by someone. 
The term “shared ownership” is self-explanatory. It means sharing ownership of something – in our 
case – ownership of the existing archaeological heritage and its perceived values and significances.  

Technically, archaeological heritage is protected by national legislation and seen as belonging 
to the people, to all humanity. In practice, specific national legislation can be highly restrictive 
in what concerns the management or even the access to an archaeological site. In some cases 
ordinary people, who can sometimes be the rightful owners of the area on which archaeological 
sites were found, are even denied access, so they do not have any interest to participate in the 
protection or valorization of the archaeological heritage.  

So the development of the “shared ownership” perception is also a matter of the government’s 
legislation, and each country or region has to have a clear idea about what they want to do in that 
respect. Ownership of archaeological heritage is sometimes very difficult to identify and legislation 
that solves this identification can help in determining ownership of immovable and movable 
objects, no matter the value of particular objects, which is always multidimensional – financial, 
functional and symbolic (caRman 2005, 51-59). It is therefore important to understand the relevance 
of each of these three dimensions in the local social and economic context, in order to develop 
the “shared ownership” perception. Sherry Hutt (2004) has identified six different concepts of 
ownership of the cultural heritage that can help in this kind of analysis:

Concepts of ownership of the cultural heritage

1 The moralistic theory Owners are creators and their heirs; appropriation of any heritage 
by researchers or museums should not have happened

2 The internationalist 
theory

Heritage is owned by whole humanity and anyone who can provide 
the best care should take care of it

3 The nationalist theory Heritage should belong to the nation and kept in place of its origin. 
This includes restrictions on the export of cultural goods 
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Concepts of ownership of the cultural heritage

4 The primacy of law 
theory

The most important is to determine legal status of the heritage 
and the rights of property

5 The primacy of 
science theory

Providing knowledge is a fundamental benefit and right of 
research has to be more important than anything else

6 The primacy of the 
market theory 

Historical heritage should be the subject of free trade, regulated 
only by the market rules

Introducing community-shared ownership of the archaeological heritage has proven in Brazil 
to be the right way to make archaeology more socially accessible.  This was done by instilling 
the idea of archaeological value in school children by the way of easy-to-read booklets, training 
under-privileged students to work in the field and lab, and feminizing museum activities to make 
it more inclusive (WaRRicK 2017, 191). 

Thus public ownership and not state ownership, free access to the archaeological sites, and 
frequent consultations with the local stakeholders about its fate could be efficient methods to 
develop the “shared ownership” perception. In this way, the local people would also get a better 
understanding of the archaeological heritage which they actually own, and of the challenges it 
may face (KoBylińsKi 2013, 721).

A direct involvement of the local community in the development of the archaeological tourism 
products, from research, to conservation, to presentation, to management, to promotion 
can also contribute to the emergence of a long-lasting “shared ownership” perception. This is 
further enhanced when the archaeological heritage is seen as, or becomes, part of the local  
collective identity.

5.2 Mitigating risks: how to avoid negative effects for local 
communities, economic development and the environment

The development of a sustainable archaeological tourism product is, as we have already learned 
in Chapter 4, a challenging task and the involvement of local stakeholders plays an important 
role in it. Therefore, we also have to address the potential risks, even if they are often not obvious 
from the beginning. Tourism activities always involve risks and in the case of heritage tourism, 
risks can be multiplied when they damage or even destroy heritage. Risks can be foreseeable 
and unforeseeable, just think of the disasters of recent years: floods, fires, storms and finally, yet 
importantly, a pandemic that brought tourism to a standstill. Dealing with risks is therefore part 
of the daily business in archaeological tourism and the management of possible risks, including 
appropriate mitigation measures, is a joint task of the site management and the stakeholders.

Negative impacts affect the citizens (especially residents), the economy and the environment, and 
these impacts cannot always be easily prevented or corrected to the benefit of those affected. 
Some impacts can only be reduced in the context of long-term measures, for example, legislative 
measures. Others can be implemented comparatively quickly, such as noise protection measures 
for residents, qualification measures for employees, or environmental protection measures. 
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5.3.1 Establishment of a risk management process

Risk management is usually based on emergency plans, and in many European countries these 
plans are part of disaster management at the local and regional levels. They include the cultural 
heritage but often in a general way, without addressing the specifics of an archaeological site. It 
is therefore up to the management of an archaeological park to prepare and implement the risk 
assessment and the appropriate mitigation measures. At this point, however, we are not talking 
about risks such as natural disasters, which can be managed with the support of disaster control, 
but about risks that result specifically from tourism. Your stakeholder group is the most important 
instrument to develop and handle a risk management process. 

With the help of such a group, managers of an archaeological park have the possibility to 
systematically record risks and develop mitigation mechanisms. However, a prerequisite for 
this approach is that members of this group are willing to contribute their knowledge, contacts 
and means of action for the benefit of the archaeological park. It is therefore easy to see that it 
is worthwhile to maintain such stakeholder groups and to organise regular meetings targeting 
specific issues. Further details about setting up such a group and who should be included are 
included in the Archeodanube’s Common guidance on stakeholder involvement and in subchapter 
3.2 of this E-handbook.

So, what kind of tourism-related risks you may encounter? Basically, these can be concentrated 
in two areas: over- and under-tourism. Risks resulting from over-tourism in hugely popular 
archaeological parks are well-known, and mitigation measures can be implemented comparatively 
easily because the appropriate concepts are in place. On the other hand, risks facing a less 
frequented archaeological site are more difficult to deal with and can have serious effects on the 
surrounding area – the COVID-19 pandemic brought many painful experiences in this regard.

Setting up a risk management plan is an own task for a stakeholder group and it might take several 
meetings to fine-tune it.

Tips
Follow four steps in the risks management process:
Step 1: Make it a topic in your stakeholder group;
Step 2: Identify risks;
Step 3: Analyse and evaluate the risks linked to your archaeological park;
Step 4: Treat risks by setting up mitigation measures for each risk.

Make it a topic in your stakeholder group

This step concerns the establishment of the procedures with the stakeholders that are involved in 
your archaeological park; it requires a solid understanding of key activities, economic constraints, 
and organisational strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats (SWOT). Conducting a SWOT 
analysis of the park is a useful procedure, and the specific focus on “threats” will help to outline 
the potential problems which the risk management process might have to address. Templates 
for SWOT analysis are freely available on different websites (e.g. https://xtensio.com/swot- 
analysis-template/). 
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Tips
 y Ask your key stakeholders to find out what they understand by “risk”. Establishing which of 

their concerns are linked to tourism and understanding their perception of risk within an 
archaeological park is critical.

 y Review your visitors to assess whether you should take steps to diversify to new international 
or domestic guests that are less sensitive to particular crises.

 y Make sure you are aware of the national or regional legislation for disaster/emergency 
management. This is usually available on the website of your regional government. Bring in 
the special needs of your site into these documents in order to be recognised as an institution 
worthy of protection.

Identify risks

Try to identify in your stakeholder group any possible risks from tourism, drawing up a list of risks 
that might occur based on those that have occurred in your region/country in the past and may 
happen again. Include any events that could be a possibility, based on your own knowledge of 
your park and other factors linked to your region.

Examples include:

 y World Heritage sites – they are often suffering from over-tourism as the nomination 
usually leads to increased tourist flows that might be difficult to manage. What is at 
first sight a big opportunity for more income and employment from tourism might 
actually negatively affect the infrastructure of the municipality, the residents and the 
archaeological park. The consequences can be serious: increased traffic in crowded 
neighbourhoods, higher exhaust gas levels, night-time noise pollution and increased 
littering. Archaeological sites like Pompeii (Italy) or the Lascaux Cave in the Dordogne region 
(France) are illustrative examples. Another example of a World Heritage site experiencing 
the ill effects of over-tourism is Machu Picchu (Peru), the iconic “Lost City of the Incas”. 
Though UNESCO recommended a carrying capacity for the site of not more than 2,500 
visitors per day, during the summer months daily visits are regularly twice this number 
(see carroll 2017). With so many visitors, the site is rapidly losing its integrity, with some 
poorly-behaved people climbing the monuments, taking stones from ancient stone walls, 
and otherwise disrespecting the site.

 y Health-related incidents – the COVID-19 pandemic has shown how quickly the tourism 
sector can grind to a halt and how serious the consequences can be when income from 
entrance fees and tourism spending is lost and employees can no longer be paid. Cultural 
institutions have suffered and continue to suffer particularly. The ArcheoDanube’s Good 
Practices analysis has shown that every archaeological site was affected. Health-related 
effects are not new in the tourism industry: the Ebola epidemic between 2014 and 2016 
affected several West African countries and is another major example in this category.

 y Economic crises – financial crises often have a significant effect on the tourism industry, 
such as the Global Economic Crisis of 2008–2009, which lead to a 4% drop in international 
tourist arrivals. Although the tourism sector recovered surprisingly quickly, the economic 
crisis remains an event that can recur at any time and from whose consequences no 
archaeological park is immune.
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Tips
 y Check historical records to identify any crisis that has happened in your area. The regional 

and national archives in your country may be a good start, or you could do an online search 
on the Internet.

 y Invite experts to your stakeholder group and consult them to build your knowledge of how a 
particular crisis affected archaeology on site. This should include different elements, such as 
the environment, infrastructure, facilities and the economy.

 y Build a scenario around the question of “what if it happened here/now”. Discuss this with 
your staff and the stakeholder panel to check all possible scenarios and develop alternative 
solutions.

Analyse and evaluate the risks linked to your archaeological park

Analysing risks from tourism involves determining the likelihood of a risk occurring and its 
possible consequences for tourism activities on your site, from insignificant up to catastrophic. 
Understanding which possible risk would have the most negative impact will enable you to decide 
on the priority course of action. For each risk you will identify, you can create a diagram that 
assesses and rates the likelihood of the event happening and the possible consequences. Such 
a diagram could look like that:

Likelihood

Consequences for an archaeological park

Insignificant
1

Minor
2

Moderate
3

Major
4

Catastrophic
5

Almost certain

Likely

Possible

Unlikely

Rare

Degree of risks:

E: Extreme risk Immediate action required

H: High risk Management responsibility must be specified

M: Moderate risk Management responsibility must be specified

L: Low risk Manageable by routine procedures

Diagram templates can be downloaded from various websites. The above diagram is adapted 
from another published by the CBI (Centre for the Promotion of Imports from Developing Countries). 
Following the analysis, risks evaluation focuses on the ability to deal with them, whether they can 
be addressed / treated under current capabilities and what needs to be done.
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Treat risks by setting up mitigation measures for each risk

There are a number of accepted strategies that can adopt to manage risk from tourism at 
archaeological sites:

 y Avoid the risk – abandon an activity likely to be risky for an archaeological park. For 
instance, if excavations are still going on, certain security measures must be in place 
to protect the site as well as the visitors. The respective areas can be closed or only a 
reduced number of visitors can get access.

 y Reduce the risk – if a risk cannot be eliminated completely, steps should be taken to 
reduce it by implementing proactive initiatives, such as establishing an adaptive waste 
management (in order to reduce littering on site) or organising shuttle services to the 
park (in case there is not enough parking space close by).

 y Transfer the risk – usually to a third party such as an insurance company. At the very 
minimum, an archaeological park should have public liability and professional liability 
cover. European tour operators generally require their business partners (like an 
archaeological park) to have adequate liability insurance in place before they will do 
business with them.

 y Retain the risk – this typically refers to accepting that minor risks do happen infrequently in 
the course of tourism activities and being able to manage them in the most appropriate 
way. Some risks cannot be excluded, e.g. the failure of lighting devices on paths. A risk 
management plan will solve this by regularly replacing lights and not waiting until a 
failure happens.

Tips
 y Include your staff as well as your stakeholder groups in decisions on risk management 

and allocate clear tasks in case of any event.
 y Investigate what level of insurance cover you currently have for your park. Check the 

level of cover in the event of a crisis. Premiums tend to increase the more cover you 
have, so this is something you will have to judge on the basis of the potential risks you 
have identified for your park. Some insurance companies offer support in creating 
crisis management plans and undertaking risk assessments.

5.3.2 Communication with the stakeholders

Being visible and keeping in touch with your stakeholders is one of the most important factors 
of the risk management process, and it must be done on a continuous basis during all stages, 
i.e. before, during and after a crisis. The stakeholders include tourism representatives of all kind, 
suppliers and citizens (see subchapter 3.2), and your staff should also be included. Key messages 
to all of them pertaining to the tourism-related risks must be:

 y Honest – do not make statements that you do not know to be true or make promises 
you cannot keep.
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 y Factual – state the facts as you know them and do not resort to embellishment. If you 
are too positive, people may not believe you.

 y Reliable – keep in touch on a regular basis, even if it is just to say “there is no news yet”. 
People like to know that you are continuously monitoring the situation.

 y Reassuring – keep the tone of your communication measured and calm and try to not 
sound flustered or panicked. Avoid the use of inflammatory words such as “catastrophe” 
or “devastating”, though if you do need to use them, make sure they are used in the right 
context.

Tip
Consult the United Nations World Tourism Association (UNWTO)’s Toolbox for Crisis Communications 
in Tourism for checklists and best practices. They are not specifically linked to archaeological parks 
but are a valuable source of inspiration.
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6. EXAMPLES OF GOOD PRACTICES IN 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL TOURISM

This chapter includes five examples of good practices in the development of successful 
archaeological tourism products. Each of these archaeological parks has used a number of 
different means through which their archaeological assets have been turned into highly regarded 
touristic attractions which benefited both the local communities and their visitors.

The examples have been selected to illustrate different situations that may be encountered in the 
development of an archaeological park as a successful tourism attraction, and a range of possible 
solutions. Nevertheless, some other useful examples of similar good practices can also be found 
in the ArcheoDanube’s Strategy for Successful Archaeological Tourism, which has identified and 
analysed a number of essential success factors in the development of a sustainable archaeological 
tourism. 

6.1 Brijuni, Croatia

The Brijuni National Park consists of 14 islands off the coast of western Istria, Croatia. The 
archipelago is a very successful tourism product that offers a variety of visitor services and caters 
to different interests. The park is run by the Public Institution Brijuni National Park (https://www.
np-brijuni.hr/en). Most of the infrastructure and attractions are located on the largest island, Veliki 
Brijun, which is accessible by boat from the port of Fažana. In 2019 the islands had up to 185000 
visitors and 39000 overnight stays in local hotels. 

Visitors to the islands have a lot of activities to choose from. When visiting for only one day, they 
usually go on the guided tour, which is offered to them when they step off the ferry. Upon arrival, 
the guide will form the groups and arrange the departure of the tourist train. The island sightseeing 
program is planned as a pleasant four-hour ride and walking tour. After the guided tour, which 
leads them through all of the main attractions on the island, visitors can then explore further on 
their own or return to the mainland. The main attractions of the island are:

 y The Safari park;
 y The Byzantine fort;
 y Dinosaur footprints;
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 y Roman villa in the Verige Bay;
 y St. Mary’s basilica;
 y The Mediterranean garden.

Visitors can also pre-book an archaeological tour of the island of Veliki Brijun. The professionally-
guided tour of the most important archaeological sites on the Brijuni introduces the visitors to 
the rich past of the islands through various cultural and historical periods, from prehistory to the 
Venetian era. The main archaeological sites visited by the tour are: 

 y The Byzantine fort;
 y St. Mary’s basilica, the oldest Christian building on the island;
 y Gradina, a hillfort from the Bronze Age;
 y Roman villa in the Verige Bay;
 y Church of St. German from the 15th century.

Visitors can also explore these sites at their own pace. The most interesting is certainly the visit 
to the Roman villa in the Verige Bay, which is not far from the landing of the ferry. Its construction 
began in the 1st century BC, and it achieved its greatest splendour in the 1st century AD, while 
certain parts of the villa were used until the 6th century AD. Ruins of the villa can be seen around 
the bay, while a smaller part is submerged. Visitors can also choose to participate in an underwater 
tour of the remains and the marine life of the bay. 

Figure 6.1.1. The Roman villa in the Verige Bay, Brijuni (photo K. Zanier)
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Instead of participating in one of the tours, visitors can also enjoy the park on their own with the 
help of the Brijuni app. The Brijuni Pocket Guide mobile app provides information on various 
sites, accommodations, islands’ culinary offers, sports and recreational activities, as well as 
other services within the Brijuni National Park. The app is intended for all visitors to the park, 
and is available in Croatian, English, German, Italian, French, Spanish, Russian and Slovenian. It 
features natural, cultural and historical sites of the Brijuni National Park together with their GPS 
coordinates.

Besides guided tours and trails on the Veliki Brijun, visitors can also choose to spend the night in 
one of the hotels on the island, take part in one of the various sport activities, have a drink or eat 
at one of the cafes and restaurants, or just enjoy the sun on the beach.

Why are the Brijuni an example of good practice in archaeological tourism?

The Brijuni National Park is a well-organized tourism product with a plethora of attractions 
and connected tourism services. While the archaeological attractions are only one of the main 
offerings, they have their own special tours as well as being part of the main tour and of other 
trails on the islands. Besides offering tours, the visitor experience is enhanced with traditional 

Figure 6.1.2. The mobile app Brijuni Pocket Guide on the Google Play Store
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tourism services (accommodation, food and beverage etc), as well as new technologies (e.g. the 
mobile app). Brijuni are therefore an example of a tourism product with a large offer of activities 
and services, in which archaeological heritage plays an important role.

6.2 Salzwelten, Austria 

Salzwelten is an archaeological tourism product that combines cultural heritage with fun 
experiences in abandoned salt mines of northwest Austria. It is operated by the Salzwelten GmbH 
(https://www.salzwelten.at/en) that was established in 2005. The attraction consists of three 
locations – Hallstatt, Altaussee and Salzburg (Hallein) – that receive more than half a million visitors 
annually. In addition to the salt mines themselves, Salzwelten GmbH operates a funicular and the 
World Heritage View platform in Hallstatt, as well as the Celtic Village and Salt Manufactory on the 
Dürrnberg, Hallein. The shops that are located in the visitor centres in Hallstatt, Altaussee and 
Salzburg (Hallein) offer a wide selection of salt products and souvenirs. With some 100 employees 
during the summer season, Salzwelten GmbH generated revenues of roughly €13 million in 2019. 

At the location, Salzwelten Salzburg, near the city of Hallein, visitors can experience a journey 
through 2600 years of salt mining on the Dürrnberg hill. The ride through the mine is constructed 
as a travel back in time, starting with the exhibition of modern mining, then going through 
the Middle Ages, and ending in the Iron Age. Next to the mine is a replica of a Celtic village 
which includes reconstructed houses and a thematic playground. The houses are furnished 
and thematically different (workshops, living quarters etc). The reconstructions are based on 
archaeological finds at Dürrnberg. Visitors can further enrich their knowledge of the Iron Age by 
visiting the Museum of the Celts in Hallein. 

Figure 6.2. Inside the reconstructed Celtic village on Dürrnberg hill (photo R. Ratej)
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Hallstatt is probably the most well known location of the three. It is an UNESCO World Heritage Site 
with a history of 7000 years and with the world oldest salt mine. The entrance to the mine is high on 
the hill, overlooking the quaint village of Hallstatt. Visitors to the salt mine go through the tunnels 
that were dug by prehistoric miners. The exhibitions inside the mines let them experience the life 
of miners from the Bronze and Iron Age, and even see their marks on the walls. Inside the mine, 
archaeologists discovered the oldest wooden staircase (2800 years old) in the world. A Bronze 
Age Cinema is located near the staircase, bringing the lifestyle and works of the Bronze Age salt 
miners to life via movies shown inside the cave. Outside the mines, there is a spectacular viewing 
platform that enables a bird-eye view over the Hallstatt majestic landscape. A small archaeological 
exhibition that includes some of the prehistoric finds can be visited in the village of Hallstatt. 

The third location, Altaussee, is known as the biggest active salt mine in Austria. It offers fascinating 
tours through the mines where art treasures were hidden during the World War II. The exhibitions 
lead the visitors through the story of art theft and storage by the Third Reich and the rescue 
missions of the Allies. 

Tours at the Salzwelten are available in German and English, though the children’s tours are 
offered only in German. Audio guides in various languages are available to borrow. An app for the 
Salzwelten can be used at all locations and includes audiobooks, augmented reality visualizations, 
virtual adventure games for kids, and additional information.

Why are the Salzwelten an example of good practice in archaeological tourism?

The Salzwelten is a well-developed tourism product that includes multiple archaeological and non-
archaeological sites that are well interconnected with other touristic services. The main theme 
of the tourism product is the life inside and outside the mines in prehistory. The operators fully 
embraced this theme and developed it further. Inside the mines, visitors can experience visual and 
sensorial reconstructions of the mining activities in the Iron Age and prehistory in general. Outside, 
they can visit a reconstructed Celtic village to see the aspects of daily life. All of the experiences 
are marketed together within a common brand (“Salzwelten”) and are connected via an app.

6.3 Hadrian’s Wall Country, UK

Hadrian’s Wall Country in the United Kingdom represents a good example of an archaeological 
tourism product whose main attractions are the archaeological remains of Hadrian’s Wall from 
the Roman period. The 118 kilometres long wall was built on the orders of Emperor Hadrian 
to separate Roman and Barbarian territories and was used for almost 300 years. The defence 
system included 17 larger forts, 80 mile castles and numerous observation towers. Today the 
monument represents one of Britain’s most important heritage sites and is listed on the UNESCO 
World Heritage Sites within the Frontiers of the Roman Empire together with the Antonine Wall 
in Scotland and the Upper German Raetian Limes. It is the best-preserved frontier of the Roman 
Empire and it is also a very good example of World Heritage Site Management (brEEZE 2006; brEEZE 
et al 2011).

Visitors to the Hadrian’s Wall Country can find all of the key information they need on the official 
website, where providers of different services are presented (https://hadrianswallcountry.co.uk/). 
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It includes the main Roman archaeological sites and attractions at Arbeia, South Shields Roman 
Fort and Senhouse Roman Museum. It is also offering information for the visitors who want to 
see other attractions that are not from the Roman period. The accessibility information is very 
well described and includes instructions for visitors who may travel by:

 y bus (including timetables and guided bus tours along the Hadrian’s Wall); 
 y car (including charging points for electric cars that are situated at regular intervals); 
 y train (including timetables);
 y aeroplane (with the connections to three international airports);
 y bicycle (with the list of cycling routes, cycling tours, workshops and bike cafes); 
 y taxi (companies offer sight-seeing tours to specific Hadrian’s Wall destinations);
 y ferry (Newcastle’s Royal Quays International Ferry Terminal).

The list of all Tourist Information Centres along the wall is provided with contact information. 
Their tour guides and tour operators offer different guided tours and cycling tours which can be 
customised by visitors. For those who want to explore the attractions by themselves, there are 
some examples of itineraries with many walking routes. Hikers can follow the National Trail that 
goes along the Hadrian’s Wall and is more than 135 km long. On the map, all the nearby places that 
offer food and drink are well marked with the basic descriptions and their contact information. 
For those seeking adventures, there is a special list of adventure activities, like zip-lining and riding 
quad-bikes. Information about accommodation facilities and what to do in different towns and 
villages is also given. In 2022, they are celebrating 1900 years since the building of Hadrian’s Wall. 
Therefore, hundreds of events and activities will be organized under the banner of Hadrian’s Wall 
1900 Festival. Within the festival, the aim is to revive the economic potential of the destination as 
they all felt the consequences of the COVID-19 crisis. 

Why is Hadrian’s Wall Country an example of good practice in archaeological tourism?

The destination has brought together many specialists from different fields whose goal is not 
only the research, protection and conservation of the archaeological remains, but also the 
economic and social benefits of the sites for entire communities and the visitors. That is why this 
archaeological tourism product represents a really good example of how a destination can be 
developed sustainably and successfully from the marketing and tourism point of view through 
the meaningful integration and cooperation of different service providers and a proper, attractive 
presentation and interpretation of the archaeological heritage.

Figure 6.3. Roman Vindolanda is part of the Hadrian’s Wall Country (photo T. Senica)
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6.4 Archaeological Park Vogelherd, Germany

The archaeological park Vogelherd in the Swabian Lonetal valley is an archaeological tourism 
product that combines archaeological heritage with hands-on experiences as visitors can become 
Stone Age people themselves and find out how our ancestors lived. An exhibition with the oldest 
figurative works of art can be visited in the Vogelherd cave, which has been used by people for 
over 100,000 years. That is why the Vogelherd cave is now listed as the UNESCO World Heritage 
Site “Caves and Ice Age Art in the Swabian Jura”.

In addition to stone tools and utensils made of ivory or antler, real works of art also came to light 
during excavations. Two of these mammoth ivory works of art can be admired as original finds in 
the park’s treasury. The function and the striking embellishments of the 40,000-year-old animal 
representations are still a mystery for scientists. During exciting tours, visitors can learn more 
about how these objects were used.

Visitors can even lend a hand, especially in the outdoor area. Stone Age everyday life can be 
experienced at themed places throughout the park. From making fires to hunting techniques 
and Stone Age art, the interactive stations provide basic knowledge for surviving in the Stone 
Age. At the “Place of Encounter” visitors learn more about the origin of the humans and can face 
a Neanderthal eye to eye.

The really special thing about the archaeological park Vogelherd is that visitors can be exactly 
where our ancestors actually lived and perhaps experience their daily life. 

Figure 6.4.1. Archaeological Park Vogelherd (photo A. Janas, ArchäoparkVogelherd)
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Several tourism services are offered. At a freely accessible barbecue area, visitors can grill food 
over an open fire as Stone Age people did 40,000 years ago. Visitors can purchase a selection of 
barbecue food in the park and prepare it themselves at the barbecue stations in the park. The 
park also has special offers for guests and locals alike, such as the so-called “winter barbecue” 
over an open fire for groups of up to 25 people. This offer pops up when you open the homepage 
and refers to the possibility of a shared experience with family or friends.

The scenic area is particularly suitable for hiking, cycling and e-bike tours. The park accommodates 
these activities not only with an inviting park café, but also with a charging station for e-bikes 
located at the park entrance.

Figure 6.4.2. Website of the Archaeological Park Vogelherd 
(https://www.archaeopark-vogelherd.de/en/)

Figure 6.4.3. E-bike charging station in the Archaeological Park 
Vogelherd (https://www.archaeopark-vogelherd.de/en/)
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The park’s website is directly linked to the regional tourism websites and the other way round. 
The regional tourism websites provide information about other exciting Ice Age sites, as well as 
about cycling and hiking tours, and booking options for accommodation. An integrated translation 
tool allows access via other languages. 

Why is Archaeological Park Vogelherd an example of good practice in archaeological tourism?

The close-knit relationships established between the park and the surrounding rural region 
contributed to the development of a tourism product that enhances the region and the park and 
proves that archaeological parks can also be an attractive offer in rural areas. Overall, this regional 
networking proves the value and viability of the cooperation between the archaeological park 
and a variety of local tourism businesses.

6.5 Herculaneum, Italy

Herculaneum, the Roman city close to Naples, has been preserved like no other archaeological 
site in the world, not even the nearby Pompeii. The city was buried beneath 16 meters of ash 
and rocks during the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in AD 79. This layer of detritus preserved two-
storey domus-type houses with their intact internal architecture and decoration, as well as their 
inventories including objects made of wood and marble, vessels, jewellery, and even organic 
remains like food, thus providing a unique view into the daily lives of the ancient population.

As a tourist product, the site benefits greatly on the one hand from the Roman ruins in Pompeii, 
which can be found in the immediate vicinity. On the other hand, Herculaneum is somewhat in 
competition with Pompeii, because many visitors are usually more interested in the better-known 
Pompeii. As opposed to Pompeii, it is possible to visit all of Herculaneum in just a few hours, so 
the archaeological park is an ideal stop for those who have limited time but want to experience 
the thrill of walking in the footsteps of the ancient Romans.

Figure 6.4.4. Website of the tourism information centre in Heidenheim 
(https://www.heidenheimer-brenzregion.de/) 
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Thus, the park has oriented its touristic offers in a very convincing way towards families with 
children, and detailed recommendations are given on websites linked to the site.  Since the site’s 
ancient roads and sidewalks are not easy to navigate with strollers and pushchairs, visitors are 
advised to use an infant carrier or backpack for children who are too young to walk, and leave 
any wheeled strollers at the free bag check area at the entrance. Otherwise, visiting families with 
small children can follow the walkway that encircles the perimeter of the site with a stroller or 
pushchair, viewing the ruins from above.

Older children enjoy visiting the MAV (Virtual Archaeological Museum), located a short walk from 
the entrance to the Herculaneum Archaeological Park. This museum has a virtual, interactive 
exhibition that recreates ancient Herculaneum as it was before the violent eruption in AD 79 
that destroyed the city. There are 70 multimedia displays with reconstructions, installations 
and holograms that illustrate the Herculaneum, Pompeii, Stabiae, Baiae and Capri ruins in an 
entertaining and engaging way.

Figure 6.5.1. Panoramic view of the Roman city of Herculaneum (photo Xtreambar, CC BY-SA 3.0) 

Figure 6.5.2. Screenshot of the Virtual Archaeological Museum (https://www.museomav.it)
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There are no picnic areas or restaurants/cafés inside the Herculaneum Archaeological Park beside 
a small snack bar where beverages and snacks can be purchased. To eat nearby, linked websites 
offer detailed information on different restaurants and cafés in the immediate area for either a 
sit-down meal or a takeaway. This clear link benefits visitors and nearby gastronomy providers 
alike. Combined public transport and entrance tickets for several archaeological sites, tourist 
passes, free maps, and guides are supported by the local and regional infrastructure.

Numerous tour and event providers have established themselves around Pompeii and 
Herculaneum, and their offers can be found on several websites. They offer bookable tours from 
a private luxury event to group tours that include transfers or gastronomic services. The wide 
range of tours is very inspiring and not only focused on the archaeological experience but reflect 
other interesting places and activities of the whole region.  It is obvious that the archaeological 
sites have generated many business opportunities and act as feeders for different target groups 
and interests.

Figure 6.5.3. Facebook post of Parco Archeologico Ercolano for Valentine’s Day 2022 
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The park has a strong presence on social networks, whether on Facebook, Instagram or through 
its own YouTube channel. All media are actively managed with established communities and 
site supporters. Many interactive elements make the media lively and attractive. Archaeological 
finds are presented in small posts and it is noticeable that inhabitants of the city are also actively 
involved in the communication process, providing statements and recommendations. Themed 
days or anniversaries are included in their links to the archaeological excavations and scientific 
findings. Thus, vivid educational material is created that is accessible before, during and after 
a visit. In this way, a complex archaeological tourism product is created that takes into account 
educational and entertainment components in equal measure.

Why is Herculaneum an example of good practice in archaeological tourism?

The archaeological park became the main driver of a complex archaeological tourism product 
that has generated many business opportunities for a large number of different enterprises. 
Though mainly targeting families with children, their offers are diverse enough to attract other 
categories of visitors. The park is actively engaging with the local community who understands 
the social, educative and economic benefits of its activities.  
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